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Abstract

During the past decades, the Mo-Si-B alloys have received significant scientific atten-
tion since they combine excellent creep behavior and acceptable oxidation resistance
at high temperatures. Due to these properties, this class of refractory materials has
been considered as potential candidates for high temperature applications such as
aerospace engines and the power-generating industries. However, among the scientific
research sufficient attention has not been paid to investigate this alloy system numeri-
cally. The present Ph.D. thesis deals with the development of phase-field based model
to study the solidification behavior of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloy compositions including
the ternary eutectic composition and near eutectic compositions which tend to form
a primary phase during the solidification. In order to develop the model, thermody-
namic data published within the literature and thermodynamic database have been
considered within the model. The ternary alloy compositions investigated within the
model were taken from the so called “ Berczik triangle ” region of the Mo-Si-B system
which consist of the molybdenum solid solution phase (MoSS) and the two intermetallic
phases Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2. The solidification behavior of the considered alloy com-
positions was investigated by exploring the microstructure and the sequence of the
phase transition reactions during the solidification. The solidification path has been
carefully investigated by monitoring the chemical composition of the melt through the
temperature reduction. The outcome of the model has been verified with published
experimental data within the literature and an acceptable accordance between the
simulation results and experimental observations has been noticed. As an outcome of
the present work, a phase-field based model has been developed which is capable of
simulating the solidification behavior of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloy compositions therefore
enables the materials designers to investigate the microstructure and phase structure
of the Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys.
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Deutsche Kurzfassung

In den letzten Jahrzehnten haben die Mo-Si-B-Legierungen erhebliche wissenschaftli-
che Aufmerksamkeit erhalten, da sie ein ausgezeichnetes Kriechverhalten und eine ak-
zeptable Oxidation kombinieren Widerstand bei hohen Temperaturen. Aufgrund dieser
Eigenschaften wurde diese Klasse feuerfester Materialien als potenziell angesehen Kan-
didaten für Hochtemperaturanwendungen wie Luft- und Raumfahrtmotoren und die
Stromerzeugungsindustrie. In der wissenschaftlichen Forschung wurde jedoch nicht ge-
nügend Aufmerksamkeit geschenkt, um dieses Legierungssystem numerisch zu untersu-
chen. Der vorliegende Ph.D. Die Arbeit befasst sich mit der Entwicklung eines phasen-
feldbasierten Modells zur Untersuchung des Erstarrungsverhaltens von Mo-reichen Mo-
Si-B-Legierungszusammensetzungen, einschließlich der ternären eutektischen Zusam-
mensetzung und nahezu eutektischen Zusammensetzungen, die dazu neigen, während
der Verfestigung eine Primärphase zu bilden. Um das Modell zu entwickeln, wurden
thermodynamische Daten, die in der Literatur und in der thermodynamischen Daten-
bank veröffentlicht wurden, im Modell berücksichtigt. Die im Modell untersuchten ter-
nären Legierungszusammensetzungen wurden aus der sogenannten “Berczik-Dreieck”
-Region des Mo-Si-B-Systems entnommen die aus der festen Molybdänlösungspha-
se (MoSS) und den beiden intermetallischen Phasen Mo3Si bestehen und Mo5SiB2.
Das Erstarrungsverhalten der betrachteten Legierungszusammensetzungen wurde un-
tersucht, indem die Mikrostruktur und die Abfolge der Phasenübergangsreaktionen
während der Verfestigung untersucht wurden. Der Erstarrungsweg wurde sorgfältig
untersucht, indem die chemische Zusammensetzung der Schmelze durch Temperatur-
senkung überwacht wurde. Das Ergebnis des Modells wurde mit veröffentlichten ex-
perimentellen Daten in der Literatur verifiziert und eine akzeptable Übereinstimmung
zwischen den Simulationsergebnissen und experimentellen Beobachtungen festgestellt.
Als Ergebnis der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein phasenfeldbasiertes Modell entwickelt,
das das Erstarrungsverhalten von Mo-reichen Mo-Si-B-Legierungszusammensetzungen
simulieren kann und es den Materialdesignern daher ermöglicht, die Mikrostruktur und
Phasenstruktur des zu untersuchen Mo-reiche Mo-Si-B-Legierungen.
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1 Introduction

Obtaining new functionality and expanded utility in materials has become increas-
ingly important for next generation materials and emerging innovations in so many
areas such as stationary gas turbines and aircraft engines. Increasing the efficiency
of the aircraft engines, specially for the sake of preserving resources and reducing en-
vironmental impacts, has been target of various studies. In the figure 1, an aircraft
engine particularly GP7200 engine [1] is represented as an example. As it is shown, the
engine can be separated into four principal parts: the fan, the compressor which is sub-
divided into the low-pressure compressor (LPC) and high-pressure compressor (HPC),
the combustion chamber and the turbine which is also subdivided into low-pressure
turbine (LPT) and high-pressure turbine (HPT). For each part different materials are
considered depending the working situations and particular loads of the individual
engine parts. The present work specifically deals with the high-pressure turbine where
any increase in working temperature would result in an increase in working efficiency.

Figure 1.1: A scheme of a GP7200 engine including its main sections; fan, LPC: low-
pressure compressor, HPC: high-pressure compressor, CC: combustion chamber,
LPT: low-pressure turbine and HPT: high-pressure turbine [1].

1



1 Introduction

The impact of operating temperature of the engine on the efficiency can be expressed
based on thermodynamics. As the “Joule cycle” says; the thermodynamic efficiency of
a turbine can be calculated by equation 1.1. Which means, increasing the temperature
of operating engine will result in an efficiency increase which consequently reduces the
fuel consumption.

ηtherm = 1− Tmin
Tmax

(1.1)

According to equation 1.1, in order to maximize the efficiency of the aircraft engine,
the temperature in the combustion chamber (Tmax) and consequently the gas inlet
temperature should be increased. In this regard, a specific attention should be paid
to the high-pressure turbine blades, since they are the most critical components, due
to high thermal loading and stresses caused by temperature hot-spots and gradients
between the airfoil and root. For a comprehensive description of the aim and efforts of
research on structural materials for turbine engines, the reader is referred to reference
[2].

For more than 60 years, Ni-based superalloys have been improved continuously and
applied in mentioned high temperature industries [3, 4]. Ni-based superalloys are
currently used as single-crystals in aircraft engines representing the state-of-the-art
turbine blade material. Figure 1.3 shows an overview of the evolution of maximum
operating temperatures in gas turbines and applied turbine materials adapted to the
working temperature.

Figure 1.2: An overview of maximum working temperature of the gas turbines and
development of turbine materials adapted for rising operating temperatures, the
straight line indicates the application limit of Ni-based superalloys [5].
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As it is shown in the figure 1.3, the currently applied high temperature materials in
high temperature industries such as gas turbines and spacecraft engines are running
pretty close to their maximum operating temperature [2] therefore, although the ad-
vanced cooling systems and coating are considered, the turbine’s efficiency cannot be
substantially increased any more [5]. Consequently, in order to increase the operating
temperatures of gas turbine engines and their efficiency as a result, advanced alloys
are required that are capable of tolerating the higher working temperature along with
corrosive operating environment [2, 6].

The demand for new high-performance alternative materials with higher melting
temperature has resulted in applying refractory metal alloys. In which the considered
alloys are often alloyed with Si and/or B. Utilizing of Si and B in these Me-Si-B (Me =
metal) alloys is because of forming strengthening silicides and borides which improve
the creep performance and oxidation resistance of the alloy. In this regard, different
multiphase systems such as Mo-Si-B [2, 7, 8], Nb-Si(-B) [9, 10], and V-Si-B [11, 12]
have been investigated and proved the ability of being promising candidates for future
high temperature applications. According to Fleischer [13], high melting temperature
would result in high modulus of elasticity and thus leads to the improved dimensional
stability of components under tough working conditions such as complex thermal load-
ing. Moreover, the higher melting temperature results in lower coefficient of thermal
expansion. Thereupon refractory materials show a desirable behavior under thermo-
cyclic loading [14]. Thus, because of the high melting temperature of Mo, which is
around 2600 °C [15], the Mo-based alloys provide the highest melting point among
the ternary systems which are investigated so far and therefore provide the highest
potential for being applied in high temperature applications. Based on high melting
point and because of showing excellent creep behavior and acceptable oxidation re-
sistance at high temperatures, multi-phase Mo-based alloys have absorbed particular
attention to be considered as potential alternative materials in aerospace engines and
power generating industries [16–19]. It should be considered that the processing tech-
niques for preparing the Mo-Si-B alloys can be categorized into four main groups: the
ingot metallurgy, the directional solidification, the powder metallurgy, and a the ad-
ditive manufacturing. Therefore, the solidification process plays an important role in
preparing the Mo-Si-B alloys. Hence, the major aim of present work is to investigate
the solidification behavior of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys.

A promising microstructure investigations can be achieved in the Integrated Compu-
tational Materials Engineering (ICME) approach. ICME approach attempts to reduce
the time and cost of design and development of new materials through the use of
computational material models. ICME seeks for devising material models that quan-
titatively describe the relationship of a materials processing, structure, and properties
in two different divisions; firstly correlating the materials processing to the material

3



1 Introduction

structure, which is the aim of the present research and then correlating the structure
of materials to their properties [20, 21].

Providing the ability to model a wide variety of materials processes and microstruc-
ture evolution, the phase-field approach has received significant attention since the
early 1990s [22]. Phase-field modeling is nowadays considered as a significant subset of
computational materials science. By applying the thermodynamic data to study the
kinetics of microstructure evolution, phase-field has been used successfully to study
phase transitions, order-disorder transitions, nucleation and spinodal decomposition,
grain growth, coarsening, the growth of dendrites in a super-cooled liquid, directional
solidification, faceted crystal growth, diffusion controlled processes, solute drag, and
the effects of anisotropy [21, 23, 24]. A considerable amount of researches have fo-
cused on the application of phase-field models to these areas. For more information,
the reader is referred to articles published by author of present thesis [25–28] as well
as the review articles that could provide a wide vision to the topic [29–34].
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2 Mo-Si-B alloys for high temperature
applications

In order to look for new materials for applying in high temperature applications such
as spacecraft engines, the functionality and thermal stability of the constituent phases
in the considered material should be taken into account from several aspects. The
most important feature is durability and serviceability of the phases in high temper-
atures, which obviously require an inherently high melting temperature. In addition,
due to the thermal cycling and the effect of creep under varying stress states, it is
crucial to modify the microstructure. Considering the application of the alloy, the
microstructure should be modified to produce a practical alloy. Moreover, the possible
reactions between the phases at bulk or interfaces between phases and the evolution of
microstructure during phase transformations should be considered whereby the ther-
modynamic and kinetic data of every considered alloy system are required. With this
approach a comprehensive study of advanced materials should be pursued which is
essential for successful development of new functional materials[35].

Regarding the considered criteria, multi-phase Mo-based alloys have been the partic-
ular interest of several researches and have been studied as potential materials for high
temperature industries such as aerospace engines. Among different Mo-based alloys,
Mo silicides have absorbed significant amount of attention since they show excellent
creep behavior combined with acceptable oxidation resistance at high temperatures
applications [16–19]. Moreover, Mo-borides have shown desired properties for high
temperature applications such as; high melting points, elevated thermal and chemical
stability and high hardness along with mechanical stiffness [36–38]. Despite showing
favorable properties, the referred binary compositions are not suitable to be applied
alone in the high temperature applications because adding just Si or B component to
the Mo crystal, would increase the brittleness of the material. This effect is more obvi-
ous in the Mo-Si system [39, 40]. Therefore, considering the ultimate goal of designing
a material which exhibits both creep and oxidation resistance at high temperatures as
well as an adequate crack tolerance at room temperature and deformation potential,
a solution should be devised to preserve the considered features in an optimal way. In
this regard, the major focus of following chapters is multiphase Mo-Si-B systems.

As it is shown in the figure 2.1, there are two main regions in the Mo-Si-B phase
diagram. The first region was characterized by Akinc et al. [41–46], which is high-
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lighted in green, contains binary intermetallic phases Mo3Si and Mo5Si3 (T1) as well
as the ternary intermetallic phase Mo5SiB2 (T2). It is worth to mention that the
alloys located in Akinc region show excellent oxidation resistance. Their oxidation
resistance feature is because of forming a continuous and protective SiO2-B2O3 layer
on the materials surface during the oxidation exposure [47, 48]. To obtain a protective
and self-healing oxide layer a relatively high boron concentration is needed in which
the Mo5SiB2 phase serves as reservoir for boron in these alloys. Because the boron
content reduces the viscosity of the passive SiO2-B2O3 layer, it is a crucial component
for the oxidation protection. Despite showing desired oxidation resistance, these alloys
are not suitable for high temperature applications because these alloys are composite
of pure intermetallic phases and exhibit a very high brittle-to-ductile transition tem-
perature (BDTT) and low fracture toughness [49]. Therefore, using the alloys from
this region would not lead to an adequate fracture toughness at room temperature.

Another highlighted region in the figure 2.1 is called “Berczik triangle”, because
it was investigated by Berczik et al. [50, 51]. As it is shown in the figure 2.1, the
Berczik triangle is located between the Moss phase and the intermetallic phases Mo3Si
and Mo5SiB2. As it is discussed before, the Mo-Si and Mo-Si-B intermetallics phases
constituted in Mo-Si-B system improve the creep resistance and oxidation behavior of
the alloy in high operating temperatures [6, 18, 52], however in correlation with their
very high brittle-to-ductile transition temperature (BDTT) and low fracture tough-
ness at room temperature [6, 49] these intermetallics can arise significant challenges
for applying them in to high temperature industries. So considering a modified com-
bination of Moss and Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 phase could be appealing [6, 18, 52]. The
three-phase microstructure shows a wide stability range up to high temperatures of
around 1800 °C [53]. In contrast to the Akinc alloys, the Berczik alloy compositions
benefit presence of the ductile MoSS phase which is able to improve the room temper-
ature and high temperature fracture toughness. However, the volume fraction of MoSS
within the alloy should be considered in regard with the application. Concluding the
discussed considerations, the Berczik triangle phase field is major focus of the present
study. The properties of corresponding phases are discussed in the following.
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2.1 MoSS

Figure 2.1: Isothermal section of the ternary Mo-Si-B system at 1600 °C [54, 55].
The Mo-rich compositions highlighting both important triangles investigated by
Berczik et al. [50, 51], and Akinc et al. [41–46],.

2.1 MoSS
The MoSS, which is referred as α-Mo in some literature, is a solid solution of Si

content inside Mo crystal. The Mo has a body centered cubic crystal structure. Figure
2.2 shows the crystal structure of Mo [56].

It is worth to mention that the solubility of B inside Mo is negligible [57] but the
solubility of Si inside Mo depends on the temperature [40]. For example it reaches to
2 at.% at 1400 ◦C and around 4 at.% (1.2 wt. %) at 2025 ◦C. The MoSS is shown in
the far left part of Mo-Si phase diagram in figure 2.3 [58]. The desired properties of
Mo, which made it a favorable refractory metal for the high temperature industries
are: high melting temperature, low thermal expansion and high thermal conductivity
[56]. In reverse, the Mo shows some unsatisfactory behavior in high temperatures.
For example, it oxidizes readily above 600◦C and has poor creep resistance at high
temperatures. However, presence of MoSS in ternary Mo-Si-B alloys can improve the
ductility and fracture toughness alloy. [6, 18, 39, 59].

Sturm et al. [39] have reported that the strength of the MoSS is dependent on the
amount of Si content. As it is shown in the figure 2.4, small amount of Si increases the
yield strength of MoSS comparing to Mo obviously, and adding 1 wt.% Si to Mo, can
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Figure 2.2: Body centered cubic structure of Mo [56].

Figure 2.3: Binary phase diagram of Mo-Si [58].
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2.1 MoSS

increase the yield strength approximately six times more than Mo. Another effect of
adding Si to Mo is decreasing the fracture toughness and ductility [39]. As it is shown
in the figure 2.5, the fracture toughness of polycrystalline MoSS reduces with the Si
concentration. Sturm et al have reported the fracture mechanism of polycrystalline
Mo without Si as solid solution is different with MoSS. Fracture in Mo without Si
happens trangranularly at room temperature, while it happens in polycrystalline MoSS
predominantly intergranularly. This difference in fracture mechanism could be due
to grain boundary embrittlement by Si segregation at grain boundaries. Hence, the
fracture toughness decreases with increasing Si content [39].

Figure 2.4: Yield strength of MoSS versus temperatures in presence of different Si
content (wt.%) and grain size [39].

Despite showing favorable features, molybdenum is vulnerable to embrittlement be-
cause of nitrogen or oxygen segregation at the grain boundaries. A potential solution
for this problem could be reducing the grain size of molybdenum-based alloys, and
consequently a reduction in the concentration of these components on the grain bound-
aries. Another solution could be microalloying with an appropriate component that
could suppress oxygen and nitrogen segregation at the grain boundaries. For example,
Mousa et al. [60] have shown that alloying small amounts of zirconium to a solid
solution of Mo–1.5Si alloy improves the formation of phases containing molybdenum,
silicon and oxygen, and therefore lowers the amount of oxygen at the grain boundaries.

Considering all discussed features, for developing new material with high Mo con-
stituent Mo-Si-B composition, presence of MoSS phase results in an improved fracture
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Figure 2.5: Room temperature fracture toughness of MoSS as a function of the Si
concentration (wt.%) [39].

toughness [61]. In order to decrease the BDTT of multiphase Mo-Si-B alloy, a high
volume fraction of continuously formed MoSS phase would be helpful.
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2.2 Mo5SiB2 (T2)

2.2 Mo5SiB2 (T2)

The intermetallic Mo5SiB2 phase develops through a peritectic reaction during so-
lidification. Due to the mechanical properties and oxidation resistance, the Mo5SiB2
phase is a very important component in Mo-Si-B alloys. The Mo5SiB2 represents the
only ternary phase in the Mo-Si-B system and exhibits a range of solubility of compo-
nents. According to Perepezko et al. [57], the Mo5SiB2 phase has a solubility range of
9 at.% to 13.8 at.% of Si and 24 at.% - 27.5 at.% B. Moreover, by decreasing the tem-
peratures the Si and B concentration increases while the Mo concentration decreases
[53, 55].

The Mo5SiB2 is a strong but brittle phase. First time, Aronsson has determined
the body-centered tetragonal crystal structure of Mo5SiB2 and related it to the T2
structures of Nb5Si3 and Ta5Si3 [62]. Figure 2.6 shows the crystal structure of Mo5SiB2.
Ito et al. have measured the elastic constants of Mo5SiB2 from room temperature up
to 1100◦C [63].

Figure 2.6: Crystal structure of Mo5SiB2 (T2) [56].

The high melting temperature of Mo5SiB2 (more than 2500 K) along with its rela-
tively low density (8.864 g

cm3 ) [47] made it a high potential candidate to be applied in
high temperature industries. Due to its crystal structure, a distinct feature of Mo5SiB2
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phase is extreme creep resistance, even at high temperatures [63]. It should be con-
sidered that the Mo5SiB2 phase is brittle and as it is shown in figure 2.7, it does not
demonstrate plasticity until temperatures of about 1500◦C. The Mo5SiB2 is extremely
hard and the strength of this phase leads in extreme creep resistance. Ihara et al. have
reported that single crystal of Mo5SiB2 shows some deformability along with extremely
high strength at 1500◦C for certain orientations [63, 64].

Figure 2.7: Stress-strain curves of Mo5SiB2 single crystals at 1500◦ [63].

Besides high temperature strength, Mo5SiB2 provides good oxidation resistance.
The oxidation resistance of Mo5SiB2 phase is provided by forming a borosilicate layer
in the early stages of oxidation. When the Mo5SiB2 is applied together with Mo3Si, the
borosilicate scale at the early stage of oxidation exposure, diffuses into the SiO2 scale
formed by Mo3Si. which lowers the viscosity of the SiO2 scale and leads to passivation
of the scale [6, 18, 47, 48].

2.3 Mo3Si (A15)

The intermetallic Mo3Si phase is a cubic phase with A15 structure. The crystal struc-
ture is shown in Figure 2.8 [56]. Comparatively, little research has been devoted to the
mechanical properties of Mo3Si [65], however Swadener et al. have investigated the
room temperature properties of single crystal Mo3Si specimens [66] and Xu et al. have
investigated the mechanical parameters from first-principles calculations to explore the
plasticity of cubic A15-structured Mo3Si [67]. The Mo3Si is a high strength phase and
therefore so brittle at room temperature [68]. Moreover, the Mo3Si provides oxidation
resistance with forming a SiO2 scale over the oxidation surface [6, 18, 48].
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Figure 2.8: Crystal structure of Mo3Si (A15) phase [56].

Considering formerly mentioned phases and their properties, it is worth to men-
tion that intermetallic compounds Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 enhance the high temperature
oxidation resistance and creep behavior of Mo-Si-B alloys. However, these alloys are
brittle both in room temperatures and high temperatures [63, 69]. To try for improv-
ing the mechanical properties such as damage tolerance of brittle intermetallic solids,
utilizing a of ductile material, usually metallic reinforcements could be effective. Since
the presence of a ductile phase can dissipate the energy of crack initiation and propa-
gation through plastic deformation and crack bridging [70–72], employing MoSS could
be potentially effective attitude to toughen the intermetallics.

Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys can be categorized into two major groups from the point
of microstructure-properties correlation; I: alloys with a large volume fraction
of continuous Moss matrix and intermetallic particles and II: alloys with
an intermetallic matrix and few amount of discontinuous Moss phase. The
first type alloys provide a high fracture toughness because they benefit from the ductile
Moss matrix strengthened by second phase hardening mechanism. Whereas, the second
type alloys represent good oxidation resistance behaviour and good creep resistance
in case of a coarse-grained microstructure. All things considered, there should be a
balance between the properties by balancing the existing phases for achieving the most
proper alloy. In this regard, Krüger [73] has indicated that in order to obtain a balance
between the high temperature properties such as: creep and oxidation resistance and
room temperature properties such as fracture toughness, the volume fraction of MoSS
phase should be around 50 %. Whereby, optimizing the microstructure through the
traditional experimental methods to get to the optimized properties with regards to the
considered application of the alloys is expensive and takes long times [74]. Considering
this fact, the scope of the present work is to study the solidification behaviour including
phase evolution and pattern formation through phase-field simulation of Mo-rich Mo-
Si-B alloys located within the “Berczik triangle” [50, 51].
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2.4 Phase diagram of Mo-Si-B system

Phase diagram contains crucial information about the equilibrium constitutions,
which a material system of a certain composition takes within various temperature
and pressure and therefore are essential tools for the study and design of materials.
Definition of phase diagram is a critical part of simulating the solidification process be-
cause the solidification process involves wide range of temperature the transformation
of material takes place in correlation with the different equilibrium conditions during
the temperature reduction. The transformations occurred during a certain solidifi-
cation and the corresponding microstructure of the system can be understood with
the help of phase diagrams. With assistance of the phase diagrams, the single-phase
regions and the regions which contain multiple coexisting phases at equilibrium can
be realized. Besides, the fraction of considered phases can be determined by the ap-
plication of the lever rule. The other important information which are inferred from
phase diagrams are the invariant reactions which take place at certain temperatures
and compositions such as eutectic solidification.

The first investigation on the Mo-Si-B system, particularly the first isothermal sec-
tion of the ternary phase diagram at 1600 °C was performed by Nowotny et al. [54].
Their proposed isothermal section got later on improved by Perepezko et al. [55, 75].
Ha et al. [53] have proposed an isothermal section at 1800 °C of Mo-Si-B system.

Beside the binary phase diagrams and isothermal sections in ternary systems, liq-
uidus projections are very critical for exploring the phase diagram and studying the
phase equilibria at certain compositions and/or temperatures. Besides, they are cru-
cial to investigate the cooling behavior and solidification paths of the alloys. Having
a deep sight of the solidification path and reaction sequences during solidification,
further helps to understand solidification processes.

The first examination on liquidus projection of Mo-rich portion of Mo-Si-B diagram
was performed by Nunes et al. [76]. Consequently the Mo-Si-B ternary phase diagram
got refined further. Nunes et al. [76] have determined six primary solidification regions
in Mo-rich portion of Mo-Si-B system based on microstructure evolution and solidifica-
tion behavior of arc melted alloys. The primary solidification regions are; Moss, Mo2B,
MoB, Mo3Si, Mo5Si3 and Mo5SiB2. The considered primary solidification areas are
separated by binary eutectic valleys which contribute to four pretectic phase transition
reactions (U-type) which are referred as U, and one ternary eutectic (referred as Et)
four-phase reactions in 2.1. However they have not investigated the ternary eutectic
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composition.

L+ β −MoB <=> Mo2B + Mo5SiB2 U1
L+ Mo2B <=> MoSS + Mo5SiB2 U2

L+ β −MoB <=> Mo5Si3 + Mo5SiB2 U3
L+ Mo5Si3 <=> Mo3Si + Mo5SiB2 U4
L <=> MoSS + Mo5SiB2 + Mo3Si Et

(2.1)

Katrych et al. [77] have studies the phase reactions and their sequences in Mo-Si-B
system and except the reaction sequence, the confirmed most of reports of Nunes et
al. [76].

The liquidus projection of Mo-rich region of Mo-Si-B alloys was studied further by
Yang and Chang [78, 79]. The thermodynamic description for the Mo–Si–B system
developed by Yang and Chang [78, 79] represents the phase stability, the liquidus
projection and the solidification paths of considered compositions based on the ther-
modynamic description and comparison with the experimental observations. Based
on their findings, Yang and Chang [78, 79] have confirmed the reported binary eu-
tectic reactions between MoSS and Mo5SiB2 and the reactions between Mo5Si3 and
Mo5SiB2 as well as the ternary eutectic reaction of MoSS, Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 which
was explained by Nunes et al. [76].

Ha et al. [80] investigated the liquidus surface of Mo-rich alloys in Mo-Si-B system
through performing experimental studies of the binary MoSS-Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si-
Mo5SiB2 eutectics and the ternary eutectic of MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si. In order to con-
duct their investigations, they have studied different alloys with compositions near
the eutectic valleys. Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron probe mi-
croanalysis (EPMA) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Ha et al. [80] have
investigated the microstructures of the considered alloys fabricated via arc melting and
their observations on the eutectic microstructures of MoSS-Mo5SiB2, MoSS-Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si were compared to Yang and Chang’s calculated liquidus
surface [78, 79] and the isothermal section of the phase diagram at 1800 ◦C from their
previous work [53]. The results obtained by Ha et al. [80] are in agreement with Yang
and Chang’s [78, 79] calculations and confirmed their sequence of multiphase reactions
during the solidification.

Recently Hasemann et al. [81] have performed a comprehensive study on liquidus
surface of Mo-rich portion of Mo-Si-B system by choosing 59 different alloy composi-
tions near ternary eutectic point and studying the microstructure evolution and the
solidification reactions of alloys. They have re-investigated the liquidus projection very
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carefully by assessing the microstructure evolution for every alloy composition and
evaluated their solidification path by employing the Alkemade theorem [82]. In their
study, Hasemann and coworkers have paid a certain attention to the microstructure
formation and chemical composition of the ternary eutectic reaction and solidification
primary areas in Mo-rich region of Mo-Si-B system, in particular Mo3Si primary solidi-
fication area. The outcome of their research have proved that the primary Mo3Si phase
region is larger in comparison with present literature data. They have also confirmed
the eutectic point to contain 17 ± 1 at.% silicon, and 7.5 ± 0.5 at.% boron. Fig-
ure 2.9 compares the Mo-Si-B liquidus projection predicted among Yang and Chang’s
calculations [78, 79], with the outcome of the experimental investigations performed
by Hasemann et al. [81]. As it is shown in this figure, the ternary eutectic point
predicted by Hasemann et al. [81] is slightly different with the findings of Yang and
Chang [78, 79], However, the Mo5SiB2 region contains a wider range of compositions.

Figure 2.9: Comparison of the Mo-Si-B liquidus projection predicted by Yang and
Chang [78, 79] (shown in blue) with the experimental results obtained by Hase-
mann et al. [81] (shown in red).

2.5 Numerical studies on Mo-Si-B system
Besides the referred experimental studies which have been discussed so far, Mo-Si-B

alloy system has been investigated numerically. Biragoni et al. [83] have developed an
FEM-model to investigate microstructures of Mo-Si-B alloys for predicting the elastic
properties of Mo-Si-B composite materials with varying microstructures. Brindley et
al. [84] have developed an interactive model to optimize the mechanical properties
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for three-phase Mo-Si-B alloys. In their research, they have employed three different
modeling tools to re-generate the microstructure, to capture microplasticity and to
evaluate the important mechanical properties such as; the effects of microstructure
on elastic modulus, yield strength, fatigue resistance, and susceptibility to brittle mi-
crocracking. In order to re-generate the microstructure, the have applied a model
based on an ellipsoidal packing algorithm developed by Przybyla [85], which includes
a simulated anneal algorithm for space filling. In order to capture the microplastic-
ity, Brindley et al. [84] have considered crystal microplasticity constitutive equations
implemented within finite element method and to investigate the mechanical proper-
ties, they have applied the reduced-order models [86]. Despite the discussed numerical
studies, still a comprehensive simulations to study and evaluate the phase formation
and microstructure evolution of Mo-Si-B alloys during the solidification has not been
performed.

The microstructure formed during the solidification, has a great impact on the prop-
erties of the considered alloys. Being able to predict the microstructure resulting from
solidification phenomena through arbitrary conditions enables us to have well control
on the properties of the desired alloy. Therefore, simulation of solidification, is
a very important tool in the field of computer-aided design of materials. Although
significant attention has been paid to the understanding of solidification of Mo-Si-
B alloys, particularly through the experimental investigations, there is not sufficient
simulation studies allocated to study the solidification behavior, principally the mi-
crostructure evolution and phase transition reactions during solidification process of
this system. In the case of modeling the solidification in which, the solidification front
evolves freely into the liquid, the microstructure of solidification is deeply dependent
on the interfacial interactions. Therefore having a reliable model which considers in-
terfacial interactions is crucial for studying solidification behavior of the considered
system. During the past decade, the phase-field approach has demonstrated to be an
effective model for the simulation of solidification processes in which describes the mi-
crostructure of a complex system with aiming a set of field variables. The behavior of a
provided microstructure over time is simulated by solving evolution equations written
in terms of the minimization of the free energy of the entire system. The free energy
of the system is written as functional of the field variables as well as their gradients
and with the considered free energy functional, the governing equations (phase-field
equation, diffusion equation, heat equation and so on) are solved throughout the en-
tire space domain. In this work, a comprehensive phase-field model is presented for
solidification processes considering the microstructure evolution and phase transition
reactions though the solidification of the Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys.
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3 Description of the phase-field method

The phase-field method has recently emerged as a convenient computational ap-
proach to modeling evolution of systems with complex geometries such as microstruc-
tural transformations and predicting mesoscale morphology. During the past decades,
the phase-field has become a widely used model in the field of computational ma-
terial science and has been applied in many fields of research, such as solidification
and engineering mechanics. The principal approach of phase-field is to describe a
microstructure using a set of conserved and non-conserved field variables that are
continuous across the interfacial regions of considered phases. The basic concept of
the phase-field model which was introduced by Ginzburg and Landau [87] and Cahn
and Hilliard [88], is to use diffusive interfaces. The concept of diffuse interface was
introduced by Van der Waals more than a century a go [89]. A schematic view of
the diffusive interface is shown in the figure 3.1a. In contrast with diffusive interface
model, in the traditional modeling of phase transformations and microstructure evo-
lution, the interfaces between different domains used to be considered infinitely sharp
(Fig. 3.1b).

Figure 3.1: Diffusive interface versus sharp interface, a) variables grow continuously
in diffusive interface model, b) variables are discontinues at the interface [32].

The concept of diffuse interface got extended later on by Ginzburg and Landau by
introducing the “order parameter” through formulating a model for superconductivity
using order parameter and its gradients [87]. The concept of order parameter was
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later on applied by Landau for the description of phase transformations that associate
a symmetry reduction [90]. In the Landaus’s approach, the order parameter was con-
sidered to be non-conserved and each phase is defined with an order parameter and
the energy functional of a system is defined as a function of the order parameters and
the temperature. The free energy minima determines the existing phase which con-
tributes to the minima. Technically said, order parameters are considered to describe
the pattern changes in the system. The differential equations describing dynamics of
the order parameters are derived assuming the maximum energy dissipation of the
system.

Cahn and Hilliard [88, 91–93] as well as Allen and Cahn [94] have later described
the evolution equations of the order parameters as derivation of partial differential
equations from the energy functionals of Ginzburg-Landau. In other words, they de-
fined parameter evolution as the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau energy functional.
Accordingly, the evolution of the order parameters as well as the transformation from
one phase to another, is driven by the energy minimization of the total system.

The evolution equations for the conserved order parameters like the composition
follow the time-dependent Cahn-Hilliard equation [88, 91–93]:

∂c

∂t
= ∇(M(c)∇∂F

∂c
) (3.1)

WhereM(c) is the mobility of the diffusing species. The evolution of the non-conserved
parameters follows the Allen-Cahn [94] equation:

∂φ

∂t
= −M(φ)∂F

∂φ
(3.2)

The phase-field model was further developed by introducing the phenomenological
order parameter so called phase-field parameter (φ) by Langer [95]. Resembling the
other considered order parameters, phase field parameter is a function of space and
time. φ can take the values between 0 and 1, and may relate to any desired feature of
intended system. For example, in the case of studying the solidification process, this
order parameter may relate to the fraction of a specific phase [96].
In the case of solidification for example, the φ could be defined as following:

φ = 1 for liquid and φ = 0 for solid (3.3)

And at the interface of the liquid and solid phases, φ varies continuously between 0
and 1.
Considering this method of microstructure definition, the evolution of microstructure
means to identify the time derivative of the φ(~x, t) which in following discussions is
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shown as φ̇(~x, t). In this regard and to develop the phase-field method for simulat-
ing microstructural evolution of materials and different technical processes containing
multiple phases and multiple components, Wheeler et al. [97] have proposed a phase-
field model for investigating the binary alloys. Their proposed model got extended
by several researchers and many phase-field models have been developed based on the
their phase-field approach. One of the most critical improved models are implemented
by Steinbach et al. [98] and Nestler et al. [99]. Steinbach et al. [98] and Nestler et al.
[99] have introduced multi-phase and multi-component models to describe the com-
plex microstructures based on a free energy functional. The free energy functional of
a volume (V) of an isotropic system of nonuniform composition (c) could be expressed
as following [88]:

F [c,∇c] =
∫
V

(f(c) + k(∇c)2)dV (3.4)

f(c) refers to homogeneous free energy density and ∇c is the composition gradient of
component. k is a constant called the gradient energy coefficient parameter which in
general may be dependent on composition (c) and temperature, but for a simplified
solution is considered to be constant.

It should be considered that in the proposed model of Steinbach et al. [98] and
Nestler et al. [99], the free energy density is derived through an interpolation of the
bulk free energy densities of the individual phases. The proposed models had a prob-
lem which was pointed out by Kim [100] as well. Considering the interpolation of the
free energy densities, an excess energy would arise from the variation of the grand
potential across the interface. This excess energy increases with the difference be-
tween the equilibrium compositions of the phases and contributes to the interfacial
energy. Thereafter results in a reduced equilibrium width of the interface between
contributing phases. In order to overcome this problem, the systems with consider-
ably different equilibrium compositions should be simulated with smaller length scales.
Consequently, the equilibrium interface widths has to be much smaller than the small-
est morphological feature. However, these length scales are not interesting for studying
the solidification processes. The solution for this restriction was proposed by using of
individual concentration fields for all phases [100–102]. So that it is possible to sim-
ulate the solidification process with considering the appropriate length scales. Plapp
and coworkers [103] have proposed an alternative to the use of separate concentration
fields. Their proposed model is based on a grand potential functional. The simulations
performed in this work are conducted with MICRESSTM which is based on a common
free energy functional considering the diffusive interface and applies the most recently
improved multiphase-field model by Eiken et al. [102, 104].

In their proposed model, Eiken et al. [102], formulated a general model of the free
energy as an integral of the density functional over the domain Ω, in which the density
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functional is a function of multiple phase fields {φα} and the phase composition fields
{~cα}. The following details will discuss their model briefly and the reader is referred
to reference [102] for full details.

Eiken et al. [102] considered the density functional split into the interface energy
density (f intf ({φα})) and the chemical free energy density (f chem({φα}, {~cα})) as fol-
lowing:

F ({φα}, {~cα}) =
∫

Ω
f intf ({φα}) + f chem({φα}, {~cα}) (3.5)

The interfacial free energy density is expanded in the phase-field variables φα=1,..,ν of
the system with ν phases considering the constraint ∑ν

α=1 = 1 so that:

f intf =
ν∑

α,β=1

4σαβ
ηαβ

(−
η2
αβ

π2 ∇φα.∇φβ + φαφβ) (3.6)

Where the σαβ is the interface energy between phase α and phase β and the ηαβ denotes
the interface width. For the free energy density of a multicomponent multiphase
system, they have the Gibbs free energy considered, which can be described by the
chemical potentials µiα of the every component i in the phase α and respective moles
number niα:

G =
ν∑

α=1

k∑
i=0

µiαn
i
α (3.7)

where

µiα = (∂Gα

∂niα
)nj 6=iα ,T (3.8)

They have considered k + 1 solute compositions (ciα)for each individual phase α and
rewrote the Gibbs free energy as following:

G =
ν∑

α=1
nα

k∑
i=0

µiαc
i
α (3.9)

with considering

ci=0,...,k
α = niα

nα
(3.10)

The considered solute composition in this equation, which show the mole fractions,
must fulfill the constraint ∑k

i=0 c
i
α = 1. Therefore, the component 0 was considered

as solvent and consequently k + 1 dependent mole fraction ci=0,...,k
α got reduced to

k independent mole fractions ci=1,...,k
α and the Gibbs free energy got reformulated as

following:

G =
ν∑

α=1
nα(µ0

αc
0
α +

k∑
i=1

µiαc
i
α) (3.11)
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In which would be equal to:

G =
ν∑

α=1
nα(µ0

α +
k∑
i=1

µ̃iαc
i
α) (3.12)

With considering

µ̃iα = µiα − µ0
α (3.13)

The term indicated in parentheses in the equation 3.12 denotes the molar free energy
density of phase α, and µ̃α is its partial derivative with respect to composition (gα).
With this definition we will have:

gα = µ0
α +

k∑
i=1

µ̃iαc
i
α (3.14)

With considering:
µ̃iα = µiα − µ0

α = (∂gα
∂ciα

)cj 6=iα ,T (3.15)

It is worth to mention that gradient of the potential µ̃iα determines the chemical
driving force for solute diffusion within a phase and is called phase diffusion potential
in the following considerations. The molar free energy density of the multicomponent
multiphase system is derived from division of the free energy G by the total number
of moles n and is formulated as following:

g = 1
n

ν∑
α=1

nαgα(ciα) (3.16)

In which the gα is considered to be as indicated in equation 3.14. The correlation 3.16
could be re-written in following form:

g =
ν∑

α=1
Pαgα(ciα) (3.17)

Where the Pα denotes nα
n and shows the phase fractions. The molar Gibbs free energy

density of a multicomponent multiphase system is described by the sum of the free
energy densities of the individual phases (gα(~cα)) weighted by phase fractions Pα. It
should be indicated that the free energy densities of the individual phases depend on
the individual phase compositions ciα and the total molar fraction of a component i in
the whole system follows the correlation below:

ci = ni

n
= 1
n

ν∑
α=1

niα =
ν∑

α=1
Pα~cα (3.18)
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3 Description of the phase-field method

The phase fractions of the individual phases in the phase-field model proposed by Eiken
et al. [102] are considered by the local values of the phase fields φα(~x, t). According
to equation 3.16, in order to formulate the chemical part of the free energy density
functional for a multiphase system, the sum of free energy densities of the individual
phases (fα) weighted by respective phase field should be considered. The chemical free
energy density could be shown as below:

f chem(φα,~cα) =
ν∑

α=1
φα(~x, t)fα(~cα(~x, t)) (3.19)

In the phase-field model of Eiken et al. [102], molar Gibbs free energy densities are
considered for describing the total free energy functional. They have assumed that
the molar volumes of all phases are equal and independent of composition could be
expressed as: νmα = νm, so the volume free energy densities can be replaced by molar
Gibbs free energy densities and the chemical free energy density could be formulated
as follows:

f chem(φα,~cα) = 1
νm

g(φα,~cα) (3.20)

In which
g(φα,~cα) =

ν∑
α=1

φαgα(~cα) (3.21)

The Gibbs free energy densities gα are functions of the local phase composition fields
~cα(~x, t) = (ciα(~x, t), ..., ckα(~x, t)). These phase compositions ~cα are non-conserved pa-
rameters and in this formulation are not independent parameters, but could be linked
to the conserved and continuous mixture composition (~c) by the mass balance,

~c(~x, t) =
ν∑

α=1
φα(~x, t)~cα(~x, t) (3.22)

Using the phase compositions as independent parameters got applied by integrating
the mass balance into the functional by an additional Lagrange term ~̃µ.

g(φα,~c,~cα) =
ν∑

α=1
φαgα(~cα) + ~̃µ(~c−

ν∑
α=1

φα~cα) (3.23)

The Lagrange multiplier is the mixture diffusion potentials and is defined as the cor-
relation below:

µ̃i = ( ∂g
∂ci

)cj 6=i,T (3.24)

According to the equation 3.20, the mixture diffusion potentials are linked to the
individual phase diffusion potentials through the following correlation:

µ̃i =
ν∑

α=1
φα

k∑
j=1

µ̃j
∂cjα
∂ci

(3.25)
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Eiken et al. [102] have made an assumption that local mass transport between co-
existing phases within the infinitesimally small volume at position ~x, can occur in-
stantaneously. The phase compositions of all phases and components can thus adjust,
leaving the phase field and the mixture compositions constant, but changing the dif-
fusion potentials until a partial minimum of the local free energy is reached in each
infinitesimally small volume. This partial minimum, which we call quasiequilibrium,
is reached if independent variation of the functional with respect to the ciα is equal to
zero;

∂g(φα,~c,~cα)
∂ciα

= φα
∂gα
∂ciα
− φαµ̃ = 0 (3.26)

Which leads to the constraint that all phase diffusion potentials equal the mixture
diffusion potential and thus implicitly equal each other:

~̃µα = ~̃µ (3.27)

Considering the quasiequilibrium constraint, the phase compositions get functions of
the phase-field parameters and the mixture concentrations. Taking equation 3.27 to-
gether with equation 3.11 into account, the functional can be written as follows:

g({φα},~c) =
ν∑

α=1
φα[gα(~cα)− µ̃α~cα] + ~̃µ~c (3.28)

Which is equal to:
=

ν∑
α=1

φαµ
0
α({φα},~c) + ~̃µ~c (3.29)

Where µ0
α is the chemical potential of the solvent component.

The equations from 3.5 to 3.29 show how Eiken et al. [102] have gathered the
free energy functional to be applied in the phase-field model. As it was mentioned
before, investigating the evolution of the phases during a phase transition requires to
determine the changes of phase-field variable φ which is shown as φ̇. According to [105]
the multiphase-field equations are derived for general multiphase transformations in
multiple junctions follows:

φ̇α = −
ν̃∑

β=a

M̃αβ

ν̃
( ∂F
∂φα
− ∂F

∂φβ
) (3.30)

Where the Mαβ stands for the interface mobilities. The parameter ν̃ denotes the
number of phases which are locally in contact. In this regard, ν̃=1 represents the
bulk, ν̃=2 shows the dual interfaces and ν̃=3 denotes the triple junctions.

The common numerical method for phase-field modeling method is finite difference
approach. To descritize the equations, an ordinary first approach is applied for the
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3 Description of the phase-field method

first and second spatial derivatives:

∇(c) ' ci+1 − ci−1

2x (3.31)

and

∇2(c) ' ci+1 + 2ci − ci−1

x2 (3.32)

As it is mentioned before, the phase-field modeling is powerful method to investigate
the phase evolution during the transitions. For the present work, the phase-field
method was applied to investigate the development of different phases under various
alloying conditions such as temperature and composition of components within Mo-Si-
B system. The following chapters provide more details on considering the parameters
for setting up the model and corresponding results.
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4 Aim and outline of the present thesis

Simulations provide the ability to investigate the engineering processes within fewer
time consumption in comparison to experiments. Besides, it was shown in chapter
2 that the Mo-Si-B system offers a wide range of opportunities for being applied in
future high temperature industries. But devising an alloy presenting optimized mi-
crostructure with balanced properties for using in the high temperature applications
is still challenging. Mechanical properties of materials are inspired by microstructure
and in order to understand the microstructure evolution of the considered alloy sys-
tems, the solidification path and sequence of solidification reaction should be studied.
From the literature and previous works it is conferred that the liquidus projection and
solidification path of the Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys and chemical composition of formed
phases are not sufficiently well investigated numerically. Specifically, a comprehensive
model which is capable to explore microstructure and solidification behavior of Mo-rich
Mo-Si-B alloys has been never developed.

Considering the criteria which are discussed so far, the objective of the present
research is to develop a phase-field based model to study the phase transition and
microstructure development of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys which are located in so called
“Berczik triangle” [50, 51] region. To achieve this goal, it is considered that the
model must be capable to simulate the solidification behavior of alloy with ternary
eutectic composition, as well as the alloys which present MoSS, Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si
primary phase during the solidification. In case of studying the solidification behavior
of ternary eutectic composition alloy, the volume fraction of different phases as well as
the chemical composition of the constituting phases has been monitored to monitor the
accuracy of the outcome of the model. Moreover, the influence of different operational
situations on the growth stability of eutectic lamellae within the solidification domain
was evaluated. In order to investigate the accomplishment of the developed model
in simulating the solidification behavior of the alloys with near eutectic composition,
several compositions were selected from MoSS, Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si primary regions
based on the thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 78] and the phase
transition reactions as well as the microstructure evolution and chemical composition
of the formed phases have been evaluated to monitor the reliability of the model.

In the following chapters the simulation procedures will be explained and the ob-
tained results in terms of microstructure evolution and solidification path of the con-
sidered alloys will be presented and discussed. In the section 6.1 the microstructure,
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4 Aim and outline of the present thesis

fraction of different phases and concentration of the components within different phases
formed during ternary eutectic solidification are shown and discussed. In the sec-
tion 6.1.3, the circumstances leading to most stable ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B lamellae
growth at specific solidification velocity is evaluated and compared to the analytically
expression of Jackson and Hunt [106]. This is proved that there is an acceptable
concordance between the theoretical expression of Jackson-Hunt theory, and obtained
phase-field simulation results.

Thereafter, the microstructure and phase composition for different near-ternary eu-
tectic Mo-Si-B alloy compositions are presented and discussed. Particularly, the solidi-
fication path for the considered alloys is demonstrated. Investigating the solidification
path identifies the sequence of phase transition reactions arising during solidification
of the considered alloys. Thus, this work provides a comprehensive and important
contribution for understanding the solidification behavior of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys.
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5 Simulation procedure

This chapter provides the detailed overview of the thermodynamic and kinetic pa-
rameters applied to phase-field model for simulating the solidification procedure of
different alloys with various considered compositions. In order to develop a model
which is capable to simulate the solidification behavior of alloys located at “Berczik”
area, adequate number of alloy compositions from this region were considered in the
simulations. The considered compositions include the ternary eutectic composition
and the compositions located in three primary solidification regions; MoSS, Mo5SiB2
and Mo3Si based on thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79]. In the
framework of the present thesis, a 2D simulation domain was considered to model
the solidification behavior of ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy composition and the out-
come of the model including the phase distribution pattern and volume fraction of
the phases as well as distribution pattern of the components within the phases have
been compared to the experimental observations of Krüger et al. [27]. Moreover, the
growth behavior of the eutectic lamellae has been evaluated under different solidifi-
cation conditions and the outcome of the model has been compared to the analytical
expression of Jackson and Hunt [107]. Although the 2D simulations have resulted in
precise prediction of solidification behavior of the ternary Mo-Si-B composition, the
morphology of the referred composition was not visually absolutely compatible with
the experiments. Therefore, the simulations got extended to 3D by considering the
third simulation domain boundary. Which resulted in very precise prediction of mi-
crostructure of ternary Mo-Si-B composition however, the required simulation time
turned to be very long considering the available processors. Therefore, to eliminate
the time barriers of the 3D simulations, the simulations for the near eutectic compo-
sitions which have a primary solidification phase were performed in 2D. In order to
apply thermodynamic parameters of the Mo-Si-B system within the developed model,
Yang and Chang’s thermodynamic calculations [78, 79] were considered. It is worth
to mention that the thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79] are not
the most recent evaluation of the Mo-Si-B system and as the Hasemann et al. [81]
have reported in their recent experimental investigation, there are a few uncertainty
in the thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79]. However, the investi-
gations of Hasemann et al. [81] is a state of the art research and their achievements
are not still transferred to thermodynamic databases. As it is discussed before, the
outcome of the Hasemann et al. [81] work reveals that the primary solidification re-
gions, specially Mo3Si region contains a wider range of compositions in comparison
with the calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79]. This implies that there are more
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5 Simulation procedure

alloy composition within Mo-Si-B system which tend to form Mo3Si primary phase
during solidification. Besides the Mo3Si primary area, the Mo5SiB2 region contains
slightly wider range of compositions as well. Wider Mo5SiB2 primary region makes
the MoSS to include slightly fewer range of alloy compositions. Therefore, in order
to select the alloy compositions for considering within the model, it has been tried to
consider the calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79] as well as the work of Hasemann
et al. [81] to make sure that both researches have agreement on the primary phase
during the solidification of selected compositions. As conclusion it can be mentioned
that the present work has been conducted within two major categories: the phase-field
based simulations for modeling the microstructure and phase distribution pattern of
the ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy composition in both two dimensional and three
dimensional simulation domain, and the simulations for investigating the solidification
behavior of near eutectic alloys within 2D simulation domain. The figure 5.1 gives a
schematic overview of the work flow followed in the present work.

Figure 5.1: The work flow followed in present research for performing the phase-filed
simulation of microstructure evolution.
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5.1 Diffusion parameters

5.1 Diffusion parameters
According to the definition and formulation of the phase-field method, described

in chapter 3, diffusion coefficients must be specified for all contributions, i.e. for
each component in each phase which is required to consider the concentration field
within phase-field simulation. The diffusion flux of the corresponding elements into
the considered phases is given by the Fick’s first law [108]:

J = −Ddc
dx

(5.1)

Where J is the flux of the species(molcm−2s−1), D represents the diffusion coefficient
(cm2/s) and c is the concentration of the component. It is considered that the diffusion
of every component into a phase is caused by the composition gradient of the same
element. At the time of writing this thesis, there is no experimentally verified diffusion
information for the considered intermetallics. Therefore the required diffusion param-
eters were considered through approximating the values based on diffusion parameters
of materials with similar lattice structure and inverse optimization. Afterwards the
accuracy of the considered values were verified by controlling the chemical composi-
tion of the formed phases during the solidification as well as the volume fraction of the
corresponding phases. For controlling the reliability of the results, an special atten-
tion has been paid to the outcome of the ternary eutectic solidification modeling. The
reason for calibrating the diffusion parameters based on the solidification behavior of
ternary eutectic composition is because of eutectic growth mechanism. Understand-
ing the microstructure evolution mechanism eutectic solidification has been a major
topic of several researches in the field of solidification science. The efforts on under-
standing the mechanism of eutectic solidification has been conducted since 1900s [109].
Brandt [110] has considered the eutectic growth as a diffusion controlled process and
introduced the solution for the diffusion equation of eutectic transition. This was the
most significant quantified understanding of eutectic growth at the time and all of
the proceeding efforts to understand and describe the eutectic growth is based on the
Brandt [110] work. Considering the ternary eutectic reaction as a diffusion controlled
invariant phase transition without degree of freedom implies that having the precise
diffusion information of the components within the phases is determinant milestone
for achieving the most precise results through the simulations. Therefore, comparing
the outcome of the model with experimental observations from the point of volume
fraction of different phases and chemical composition of the corresponding phases is
a certain method to validate the considered parameters. It should be pointed out
that the required experimental investigations for validating the assumptions on con-
sidered diffusion parameters was performed by Krüger et al. [27]. Table 5.1 shows the
considered values in this study.
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5 Simulation procedure

interacting phases and component Diff. coefficient prefactor (cm2/s)
Si in melt 2.0E-04
Si in Mo3Si 2.0E-05

Si in Mo5SiB2 2.0E-08
Si in MoSS 2.0E-08
B in melt 1.0E-04
B in Mo3Si 1.0E-05

B in Mo5SiB2 1.0E-08
B in MoSS 1.0E-08

Table 5.1: Diffusion information for the considered species within the different phases

5.2 Temperature trend

As it is mentioned before, two major categories of simulations were performed dur-
ing present study; I) ternary eutectic composition alloy solidification simu-
lation and II) near-eutectic composition alloy solidification simulation. For
conducting the phase-field simulation, each of these categories require specific tem-
perature trend definition including temperature distribution within the solidification
domain, velocity of the temperature changes (cooling rate) and the type of the veloc-
ity (stepwise or continuously), and the temperature of the domain at the beginning
of simulations. Therefore, definition of the temperature trend was specified in two
different ways.

5.2.1 Temperature trend for eutectic composition solidification

For performing the simulations of the ternary eutectic composition solidification
Krüger et al.’s [27] experiments were followed and a directional solidification situa-
tion was considered so that the solid phases grow parallel to a presumed direction
within the solidification domain. Applying the experimental parameters within the
developed model provides an opportunity to evaluate the reliability of the model by
direct comparison of the simulation results and experimental observations. Therefore,
further investigations such as investigating the influence of different operating condi-
tions on the stability of solidification and growth of eutectic composition would be
feasible. In order to perform the simulations for studying the directional solidification
such as directional solidification of eutectic composition alloy, the continuously chang-
ing temperature parallel to the growth direction of the solidification front should be
considered. The change of temperature, which is known as thermal gradient (TG),
is considered to be equal to 10 K/cm after the experimental procedure [27]. In or-
der to apply the driving force for the solidification, the temperature at the bottom
of domain where the solidification was supposed to start from, was applied slightly
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5.2 Temperature trend

less than ternary eutectic temperature. The ternary eutectic reaction’s temperature
was derived from thermodynamic simulations using FactsageTM software utilizing the
Yang and Chang’s [78, 79] calculated thermodynamic database [111], and is equal to
2264 K therefore, the initial temperature at the simulation domain was considered to
be 2263 K to provide the sufficient driving force at the beginning of the simulation.
Besides the thermal gradient and initial temperature of the simulation domain, a cool-
ing rate should be considered within the simulation. According to the experimental
operation parameter, the temperature of the solidification domain was considered to
reduce continuously during the simulation with the rate of 200 K/s.

5.2.2 Temperature trend for near eutectic composition solidification

In order to perform the simulation of solidification for near eutectic alloy compositions,
a specific attention should be paid to the temperature trend. The alloy compositions
located near ternary eutectic point tend to perform primary solidification reaction.
The nature of the arising primary phase depends on the position of the considered
composition within the phase diagram and depending to the liquidus projection, the
considered alloy composition performs coupled growth of eutectic phases during the
solidification. However, the solidification behavior of the alloys with near eutectic
composition is influenced by the projected undercooling during the solidification. As
it is mentioned before, the considered compositions are located within the primary
MoSS, Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si region and these primary solidification areas have differ-
ent liquidus surface slope. Therefore, the different phases show different behavior
to the undercooling and consequently undercooling can affects the solidification path
strongly. For more detailed information about this phenomenon, the reader is referred
to the reference [112]. Moreover, the thermodynamic data applied in the present re-
search are derived from thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79] which
are calculated under equilibrium phase transition assumption. Therefore, to meet the
principles of the Yang and Chang [78, 79] calculations, the thermal gradient is not
considered within the corresponding models and a very slight amount of continuous
cooling rate was applied (1 K/s) consequently. In the simulations, where the direc-
tional solidification is not supposed to take place, the temperature is considered to be
equal in all voxel cells through the simulation domain. It is worth to mention that
the considered temperature trend has resulted in a equilibrium phase transition which
was compatible with the thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79].

5.2.3 Initial temperature

The solidification process is a liquid to solid(s) phase transition. Thus simulation
of solidification process requires that the considered domain should be completely
occupied with melt at the beginning of simulation (t0). Therefore, depending the
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composition of the considered alloy, the temperature of the domain at the initiation
of simulation, which is referred as initial temperature in following for every simulation
is derived from thermodynamic database and is considered in such a way that the
considered alloy is molten at t0. The comprehensive information of the considered
temperatures is included in the appendix.

5.3 Phase diagram input data
Thermodynamic data have a great impact on simulating the solidification process.

In this regard, the phase diagram input data have been defined for the all phases which
have interactions through the solidification process. In order to explain the interaction
between phases, data of the liquidus and solidus surfaces of ternary phase diagram at
every temperature is required. In this regard, the phase diagram information contain-
ing the composition of the phases at different temperatures was derived from various
isotherm cross section over the Mo-Si-B ternary phase diagram derived from Yang and
Chang [78, 79] thermodynamic database generated by FactsageTM from the reference
[111].

To define the constitution of different phases over temperature reduction within
the simulations, e.g. from hypothetical temperature A to hypothetical temperature
B, two corresponding points at two different temperatures A and B were selected
from the both liquidus and solidus surface. Afterwards, the temperature, composition
of the points and also the slope of the connecting line between two corresponding
points were defined to the simulations. Therefore, the simulations could predict the
component distribution and constitution of different phases precisely by considering
the rule of lever. It should be considered that the liquidus surface is not uniform
therefore the the slope of the connecting line between two corresponding points located
at lquidus surface does not preserve a constant value. Hence, several isotherms at phase
diagram should be considered and the mentioned phase diagram information should be
defined at different temperatures. Figure 5.2 shows the linear phase diagram definition
procedure graphically.

5.3.1 Phase diagram input data for eutectic composition solidification

Table 5.2 shows the considered values of phase diagram input data applied in the
ternary eutectic solidification simulations. Exploring the data from linerized phase
diagram revealed that the liquidus surface at ternary eutectic point becomes very
sharp and the slope of the temperature over change of components (dT/dc) tends to
infinity. Therefore a certain number (-999) was considered for the infinite slopes within
the model. The reason for choosing this number is according to the instruction of the
applied software package.
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5.3 Phase diagram input data

Figure 5.2: Phase diagram linerisation process; two different isotherm cross sections
are selected from Mo-Si-B ternary phase diagram and the composition of two
corresponding points are derived; one at each temperature. The compositions
along with the slope of connecting points are defined to the simulations.

interactive phases melt and Mo3Si melt and Mo5SiB2 melt and MoSS

Si content at
reference point 1 17 17 17
B content at

reference point 1 7 7 7
Si content at

reference point 2 25 12.5 0.2
B content at

reference point 2 0 25 0.01
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 1 for Si 80 -80 -80
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 1 for B -80 180 120
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 2 for Si -999 -999 -999
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 2 for B -999 -999 -999

Table 5.2: Phase diagram input data for ternary eutectic solidification simulations
derived from [111].

5.3.2 Phase diagram input data for near eutectic compositions

As it is shown in the figure 5.3, the liquidus surface does not change linearly over the
temperature, consequently the slope of the compositions over the temperature which
is described in this section, would not change linearly. Hence using constant values
for the phase diagram input data does not lead to precise prediction of solidification
behavior. This concept implies the necessity of defining multiple phase diagram inputs
for simulation of the solidification of the near eutectic compositions. In this regard,
two isotherm cross sections at 2340 (K) and 2268 (K) have been selected at the phase
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diagram and the slope of the change of different components within the considered
temperature range have been investigated and applied within the model.

Figure 5.3: Liquidus surface of Mo-Si-B, data based on reference [111].

Table 5.3 and 5.4 show the considered input parameters to describing the phase
diagram for alloy compositions located in the MoSS primary solidification region.

interactive phases melt and Mo3Si melt and Mo5SiB2 melt and MoSS

Si content at
reference point 1 17.9 17.1 16.8
B content at

reference point 1 7.2 8.7 6.5
Si content at

reference point 2 25 12.5 0.2
B content at

reference point 2 0 25 0.01
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 1 for Si 5 -16.25 -81
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 1 for B -5 10 80
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 2 for Si -999 -999 -999
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 2 for B -999 -999 -999

Table 5.3: Phase diagram input data for solidification simulations of near eutectic
alloy compositions for the temperature between 2340 (K) and 2268 (K) based on
the information of [111].
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interactive phases melt and Mo3Si melt and Mo5SiB2 melt and MoSS

Si content at
reference point 1 18.4 17.1 16.5
B content at

reference point 1 7.2 12.4 6.5
Si content at

reference point 2 25 12.5 0.2
B content at

reference point 2 0 25 0.01
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 1 for Si 8 -24 -82
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 1 for B -7.5 10 65
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 2 for Si -999 -999 -999
Slope m = dT/dC at
reference point 2 for B -999 -999 -999

Table 5.4: Phase diagram input data for solidification simulations of near eutectic
alloy compositions for the temperature between 2268 (K) and below [111].

Table 5.3 and 5.4 show the considered input parameters to describing the phase
diagram for alloy compositions located in the MoSS primary solidification region. In
order to consider various phase diagram, the simulations have been performed in sev-
eral steps. At first step, simulation was followed to the destination temperature and
in order to consider the updates in phase diagram input data for rest of simulations,
the second step of simulation was conducted by applying the outputs of first step as
input of simulation with considering the corresponding phase diagram data. This task
was provided by MICRESSTM software package.

5.4 Simulation domain

The simulation domain for 2D simulations was considered as a square domain with
48 µm size in X and Y directions. The grid resolution of the simulations domain should
be defined so that the most precise results would be achieved within the shortest sim-
ulation time. Performing the simulations with several grid resolution has resulted
that the considering 600 grid cells in every direction results in desired performance. In
order to be able to extend the simulation results to an infinite domain, periodic bound-
ary condition was considered at the solidification domain boundaries. The considered
domain and boundary conditions for the simulations of ternary eutectic composition
solidification and near eutectic compositions are almost the same but the top bound-
ary at the simulation domain for ternary eutectic solidification simulation is considered
to have a fixed boundary condition for concentration fields. Fixed boundary condi-
tion considers a fixed value of the composition fields for the boundary cells therefore
performing a directional solidification simulation in the direction of bottom to top
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boundary would be possible. For the simulations performed within a 3D domain, a
120 µm boundary was considered in third direction (Z).

5.5 Phase interaction data

Interactions between all the considered phases have been defined to fulfill the re-
quirements of phase-field model. The mobility of phases and interfacial energy of all
pair wise considered phases; melt, MoSS, Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 have been included. Ta-
ble 5.5 shows the information included in the simulations to define the interactions
between phases.

interacting phases interfacial energy (J/cm2) kinetic coefficient cm4/Js

melt and solids 1E-3 3E-3
solid and solid 1E-3 no mobility

Table 5.5: Data for phase interaction between different phases

5.6 Emerging solid nuclei

The nucleation of the solid phases inside the solidification domain is one of the
most important circumstances which should be considered carefully. Technically said,
the nucleation of solid grains is the process by which a new grains form within the
melt. The complexity of forming a new grain is that the free energy of an emerging
nuclei includes both the interfacial and chemical energy density in the formulation
and because of the slight surface the interfacial term is relatively high. Therefore,
to preserve the energy equilibrium between the nuclei and the melt, a temperature
below the melting point of emerging nuclei is required. Depending to the radius of
curvature in rising nuclei, there is a certain temperature of equilibrium with the melt
and in the case of distinct undercooling, there is a certain amount of curvature radius
for nuclei, which is so called “critical radius” and determines how big a nuclei should
be to have equal probability of growth or melting. The emerging new solid phases
are considered in present research to occur stochastic during the solidification for each
phase individually. The considered potential locations for formation of the nuclei were
specified both within the melt and at the interface of melt and solid phases. Formation
of the solid nuclei of an specific phase depends on the melting point of the considered
phase. Therefore, to define the feasible temperature range of solidification, the melting
temperature of every phase was considered. Table 5.6 shows the applied criteria for
nucleation of solid phases.
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parameter value
position of nucleation seeds interfaces and bulk of melt

orientation of nuclei random
checking frequency every time step

max. temperature for Mo3Si nuclei (K) 2298
max. temperature for Mo5SiB2 nuclei(K) 2473
max. temperature for MoSS nuclei (K) 2896

Table 5.6: considered criteria for predicting the nucleation behaviour of different solid
phases. The maximum temperature of nucleation of the solidi phases was derived
from thermodynamic database [78, 79].

5.7 Morphology study of directional ternary eutectic
solidification

The advantage of the eutectic materials is to provide the ductile phase toughened
intermetallic composites. In this regard, the directionally solidified eutectic compos-
ites provide several advantages such as making components directly from the melt
within a single stage process [113]. However, producing in-situ composites through di-
rectional solidification may result in a wide range of microstructure, from well-aligned
lamellae to dispersed particles or fibers. The microstructure of the eutectic alloy has
a significant impact on the properties of the alloy. For example, a well aligned regular
structures containing the fibrous (rod-like) or lamellar constituents offer substantial
increases in high-temperature strength, fracture properties, or creep resistance over
non-eutectic conventionally cast alloys. Lamellar eutectic growth depends on the in-
teraction between the diffusion required for phase formation and the energy required
for formation of interphase boundaries. The lamellar spacing is the result of a bal-
ance between these two competing propensities. From one side, the system tends to
minimize the lamellar spacing in order to shorten the diffusion path at the interface
between the melt and solids, and from the other side, the system tends to increase the
lamellar spacing to minimize the interfacial area and consequently the total interfacial
energy. This phenomenon and treatment of the balance between these two compet-
ing tendencies is comprehensively described by Jackson and Hunt [107]. In order to
evaluate the performance of the developed model in predicting the morphology of the
ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B composition under different solidification conditions, several
simulations with different parameters have been conducted and the outcome of the
model was compared with the analytical expression of ternary eutectic solidification
behavior provided Choudury et al. [114] which is based on eutectic growth expression
of Jackson and Hunt [107].
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During solidification of the liquids with eutectic compositions, the liquid decomposes
in to a composite of solid phases immediately. With applying a continuous thermal
gradient in a particular direction, the interface between the melt and solid lamellae
which is so called “solidification front” proceeds parallel to the thermal gradient direc-
tion. According to the analytical expression of Jackson and Hunt [106], for a constant
solidification velocity, the evolution pattern of the lamellae is correlated to the cor-
responding undercooling at the solidification front. The mathematical expression of
the correlation between phase evolution velocity and the size of evolving lamellar or
rod like microstructure, and the resulting undercooling at the solidification front for
directionally solidified binary eutectic in two dimension solidification domain was first
introduced by Jackson and Hunt [115]. Equation 5.2 shows the average undercooling
at the solidification front as a function of velocity of solidification front ν and the
thickness of one lamellae pair:

∆T = K1νλ+ K2

λ
(5.2)

where the ∆T is difference between the average solidification front temperature and
the eutectic temperature (so called under cooling) andK1 andK2 are constants related
to the liquidus slopes at the eutectic temperature, the composition difference between
the phases, the volume fractions of phases, the interfacial energies between solids and
liquid, and the liquid–solid interface shape. According to their formulation, for every
considered solidification velocity (ν) the minimum under cooling at solidification front
results in most stable growth of eutectic lamellae and the minimum solidification front
undercooling happens at specific λ which is called λJH :

λJH =
√√√√ K2

K1ν
(5.3)

Jackson-Hunt model and its successors have devoted their efforts to the binary
eutectic systems and different pattern formation during solidification of binary eutectic
alloys [106, 115]. The researches in this area got followed later by Himemiya and
Umeda by extending the Jackson-Hunt approach to a two dimensional ternary eutectic
with α − β − α − γ pattern and three dimensional chain-like and hexagonal pattern
[116, 117]. Choudury et al. [114] have proposed a model to investigate the ternary
eutectics with randomly distributed lamellae. To investigate the growth pattern of
ternary eutectic composition Mo-Si-B alloy, the proposed model of Choudury et al.
[114] was considered in present study. The directional solidification simulation for
ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy was performed with considering different size of lamellae
at constant solidification velocity and the undercooling at the solidification front for
every simulation was measured. The correlation between the size of lamellae and the
corresponding undercoolin was monitored and the obtained results were compared
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with analytical expression of Choudury et al. [114] and an acceptable compatibility
between the simulations outcome and analytical expression was observed.
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The outcome of the present research endows insight into the phase transition re-
actions and microstructure evolution during the solidification of the Mo-rich Mo-Si-B
alloy compositions. As it is pointed out before, two major group of simulations were
performed in the framework of the present work. Firstly, a phase-field based model
has been developed to investigate the solidification behavior of ternary eutectic Mo-
Si-B composition in both two-dimension and three-dimension solidification domain.
The outcome of the developed model including the microstructure evolution pattern,
volume fraction of contributing phases and chemical composition of the formed the
phases were compared to the experimental observations of Krüger et al. [27] and
demonstrated an acceptable compatibility. Moreover, growth stability of lamellae eu-
tectic pattern has been investigated under various operational parameters and the
results were compared to analytical expression of Jackson and Hunt [106, 107]. The
lamellae growth stability behavior of ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B composition predicted
within the developed model has turned to be in an appropriate agreement with the
analytical expression of Jackson and Hunt [106, 107].

Secondly, the solidification behavior of near eutectic composition alloys has been
investigated through the phase-field based model by considering appropriate thermo-
dynamic data calculated by Yang and Chang [78, 79]. The achievements of the sim-
ulations provide appropriate prediction of the sequence of phase transition reactions
between the melt and corresponding solid phases as well as microstructure and phase
evolution pattern within two dimensional simulation domain for different alloy com-
positions located in three primary solidification areas MoSS, Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si. The
Alkemade theorem was used to have a closer look into liquidus projection of Mo-rich
Mo-Si-B alloys published by Yang and Chang [78, 79] and sequence of phase transi-
tion reactions predicted by phase-field based model was compared with the referred
liquidus projection and it should be mentioned that the present work agrees with the
solidification sequence provided by Yang and Chang [78, 79] for the considered alloy
compositions. Furthermore, to control the nature of the generated phases during the
solidification simulations, the chemical composition of the phases are investigated by
exploring the distribution pattern of the components inside the phases.

As it is mentioned before, the most updated thermodynamic database of Mo-Si-B
system is based on the Yang and Chang’s calculation [78, 79]. However, Hasemann
et al. [81] have illustrated within their recent work that there are some uncertainty
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about the Yang and Chang’s calculation [78, 79]. In particular, the Mo3Si primary
solidification region turned out to be broader in comparison to the liquidus projection
predicted by Yang and Chang [78, 79]. The near eutectic alloy compositions consid-
ered in the framework of the present research meet the principles of the both works.
Technically said, the liquidus projection developed by Yang and Chang’s calculation
[78, 79] and Hasemann et al.’s experimental investigations [81], agree on the primary
solidification phase of the considered alloy compositions.
However, the different liquidus projection may result in different volume fraction of
generated phases and consequently different microstructure. This is because with con-
sidering different liquidus projections, the considered compositions might be projected
to different solidification path within the liquidus surface when the temperature reduces
and therefore different solidification reactions might take place. In some instances the
different liquidus projections might predict the similar solidification reactions, but the
liquidus projections with broader region requires longer path to the constant reaction
border, therefore in comparison with the solidification behavior based on the liquidus
projection with smaller primary region, more primary phase would be formed dur-
ing the solidification. In the following sections, a comprehensive comparison between
the outcome of the model, thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79]
and experimental results achieved by Hasemann et al. [81] is presented and critically
discussed.

6.1 Ternary eutectic solidification

Acquiring expanded functionality and increased efficiency of materials has become
progressively more important for next generation innovations in advanced industries
such as power generation, transportation and many others. A very useful approach
for developing new materials which provide great potential in many applications is to
generate multiphase structures directly from the melt through solidification process.
Among these multiphase structures, the eutectic structure has absorbed a significant
amount of attention because of their unique properties. The eutectic compositions offer
relatively low melting points in which results in good fluidity and casting feasibility.
Moreover, the possibility of forming in-situ composites within the solidification of
eutectic composition alloys provides excessive potential for developing enhanced or
new functionality in materials. However, understanding the wide range of possible
structures during the eutectic solidification requires the investigation of coupled growth
structures.

There are several researches performed on investigation of the solidification of var-
ious eutectic alloy systems [118–124]. However, despite showing promising potential
for being applied in high temperature applications, a numerical investigation of the
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eutectic Mo-Si-B solidification is missing. As it is mentioned before, the formation
of a eutectic microstructure is a process controlled by diffusion and depending to the
volume fraction of the contributing phases, the coupled growth of two phases results
in a two major types of morphology which is either lamellar or rod-like [106, 107]. If
the volume fractions of the eutectic phases are close to each other a lamellar struc-
ture is preferred and if the difference in volume fraction is large a rod-like or fibrous
morphology would be shaped during the solidification. In this case the phase with the
higher volume fraction forms the matrix and the minor phases would be distributed
like fibers. It is worth to mention that the kinetics of crystal growth can be used to
control the lamellar spacing and cell sizes [120, 121, 125].
In the framework of the present study, the pattern formation during Mo-Si-B ternary
eutectic microstructures evolution was investigated within 2D and 3D simulation do-
main and the arrangement of different solid phases within the solidification domain
were visualized. Solidification behavior, pattern formation and phase fractions were
derived from simulations and compared to experimental observations of Krüger et al.
[27].

Based on the thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 78] the eutectic
point was found to have a nominal composition of Mo-17.5Si-8B (at.%). Exploring
the chemical composition of the melt during the solidification has revealed that the
Mo-17.5Si-8B (at.%) composition is preserved within the melt during the simulation,
which is because of the considered boundary condition at the top of domain.
Moreover, conducting the simulation and probing the growth pattern and arrange-
ment showed that the solid phases tend to create a composite of Mo5SiB2 and MoSS
lamellae within the matrix of Mo3Si phase. Although an ordered lamellae pattern was
not observed, however the arrangement pattern looks to be close enough to a semi-
lamellae pattern. So for the further investigations we have considered it as lamellae
configuration. The reason for not demonstrating obviously the lamellae pattern during
the solidification may possibly be because of the volume fraction of the solid phases.
According to the outcome of the simulations, the volume fraction of phases would be
50 % for the Mo3Si, and the Mo5SiB2 and MoSS solid phases tend to have almost equal
volume fractions. This circumstance was clearly observed within the experimental
investigations of Krüger et al. [27]. Figure 6.1 shows the microstructure of ternary
eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy compositions accomplished by simulations.
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Figure 6.1: Microstructure and Lamellae growth pattern observed in the directional
solidification simulations of ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy composition.

6.1.1 3D simulation of eutectic solidification

The 2D simulation of the ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy composition has revealed
that morphology of the ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B composition is of lamellar pattern
which demonstrates a cooperative growth of MoSS and Mo5SiB2 lamellae within the
matrix of Mo3Si. Although the 2D simulations have demonstrated the ternary eu-
tectic phase transition precisely and have illustrated the fraction of different phases
correctly, however they do not offer the appropriate visual expression of the microstruc-
ture of ternary systems as much as the 3D simulations do. The microstructure ob-
tained through a 3D simulations seems more realistic than the microstructure achieved
through 2D simulations. It may be expected that microstructure at the middle layer
of added third dimension is quite similar to what is obtained from 2D simulations,
but not necessarily similar to the other layers of the 3D picture. Thus 3D simula-
tions offer more realistic vision of microstructure evolution of a ternary system than
2D simulations because they can capture composition gradients as well as boundary
conditions along the third direction that is not considered in 2D simulations. However,
the computational burden of a 3D simulation is higher than 2D simulation, therefore
it is necessary to consider the interested directions of spatial gradients of the variables
along with the simulation cost (e.g. time and required processors) as well as the accu-
racy of obtained results to make decision whether a 2D or 3D simulation is required.
Therefore, to have a clear vision of the phase distribution pattern during the ternary
eutectic Mo-Si-B solidification, a 3D simulation was conducted whereby the result is
demonstrated in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: 3D simulation of ternary eutectic composition Mo-Si-B alloy solidification
(left picture) and a perpendicular cross section of lamellae growth direction along
with the experimental observations (right picture). On the left picture the data
for the vertical and horizontal cross sections are projected onto a parallel virtual
plane for better visualization.

6.1.2 Component distribution pattern

The chemical composition of the constituting phases was monitored within the sim-
ulation’s results by observing the distribution of the components within the phases. In
this regard, the element concentration along the indicated line in the figure 6.3 has been
examined. It was observed that among the solid phases the elements have a constant
concentration, however, at the interface between phases there is a thin diffusion bound-
ary. The amount of the elements is in particularly good agreement with the expected
concentrations in the three phases. The interfaces between phases were considered as
a layer with three cells in width. This is in contrast to the classical sharp interface
assumptions. During the evolution of the solidification, the non-required elements will
be enriched in the interface, respectively. Therefore, a concentration gradient will re-
sult at the interface, which affects the average temperature and composition of the
interface. This will consequently control the solidification instabilities and cause the
potential initialization of further nucleation [126]. The concentration profiles showing
small varieties of the phase compositions at the interfaces are presented in figure 6.3.

6.1.3 Effects of solidification conditions on lamellae growth structure

Several studies have reported that the microstructure can be controlled by the so-
lidification conditions [113, 127, 128]. To evaluate the influence of the solidification
condition on the ternary eutectic morphology, the solidification simulations were per-
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Figure 6.3: Concentration distribution of component. The value of each element
along with the illustrated line is revealed.

formed with different conditions based on the assumption of Choudhury et al. [114]
and the predictions of the model on the morphology of ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B got
verified with the outcome of the analytical expression of Choudhury et al. [114].

To apply the hypothesis of Choudhury et al. [114], the simulations were performed
at constant solidification velocity as adapted from [129] equal to v = 0.05µm/s. The
velocity got tracked during solidification by monitoring the progressing velocity of
the solidification front into the melt. The simulations were performed with differ-
ent lamellae spacing presenting Mo3Si-Mo5SiB2-MoSS structure based on experimental
observations [27] and consequently the undercooling at the solidification front were
measured during the solidification. In order to measure the undercooling, the temper-
ature at the interface of solids and melt was measured. For keeping the simplicity, it
was assumed that undercooling at whole solidification front is unified. Table 6.1 shows
the different considered lamellae spacing versus consequence undercooling.

lamellae spacing (µm) 1 2 3 6 7 12
resulting undercooling (K) 0.87 0.63 0.27 0.09 0.08 0.3

Table 6.1: Different considered lamellae spacing in simulation of ternary eutectic
Mo-Si-B alloy solidification and corresponding undercooling at solidification front.
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According to the table 6.1 and considering the theory of Jackson and Hunt, the most
stable lamellae growth should emerge in the simulations with lamellar spacing equal
to 6 µm. As it is shown in the figure 6.4, the most stable and well-aligned lamellae
growth without any tilting or oscillating emerges at the lameallae spacing of 6 µm,
where the minimum undercooling takes place according to table 6.1. Therefore, for
the particularly specified solidification growth velocity, the λJH was defined equal to
6 µm.

Figure 6.4: Different lamellar growth pattern predicted by the developed model at
considered growth velocity for the various lamellae spacing: a)1 b)2 c)6 d)12 µm.

To evaluate the accomplishments of the model, the analytical expression proposed
by Choudhury et al. [114] was modeled and the outcome of the Choudhury et al.
model’s prediction was compared to the phase-field simulation’s result. According to
the figure 6.5, predictions of phase-field simulations are in a good accordance with
analytical expression.
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Figure 6.5: A comparison between the prediction of phase-field simulations of ternary
eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy composition and analytical expression of Choudhury et al.
[114].

6.2 Near eutectic compositions

In this section the outcome of the developed model for simulating the solidification
behavior of the near eutectic alloy compositions is presented and discussed carefully.
The considered compositions are located in different primary solidification regions and
relatively close to the ternary eutectic point based on Yang and Chang’s thermody-
namic calculations [78, 79]. However, the validation of the developed model turned
out to be challenging. Based on the performance of the model on the simulating the
solidification behavior of the ternary eutectic Mo-Si-B alloy composition which is al-
ready discussed in the previous sections, the reliability of the model has been verified
by direct comparison with the experimental observations. However, as it is mentioned
before, the near eutectic compositions tend to form a primary phase during solidifica-
tion. These primary solidification reactions change the composition of the melt toward
various binary solidification regions. In order to verify the accuracy of the developed
model and consequently the reliability of the considered parameters, it is crucial to
observe the precise phase transitions reactions during the solidification simulations.
Hence, the experimental observations are required to control the validity of the model.
Various experimental investigations on the solidification behavior of the Mo-Si-B alloys
have been conducted and their achievements are already reported within the litera-
ture [53, 80] which can provide the potential references for controlling the reliability of
the developed model as well as the considered parameters. However, As it is referred
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within the present thesis before, Hasemann et al. [81] have conducted the most com-
prehensive experimental investigation on the Mo-Si-B alloys. They have investigated
solidification behavior of several alloy compositions and have reported that there are
some uncertainties about the primary phase regions within the liquidus projection of
Mo-Si-B system derived from Yang and Chang’s thermodynamic calculations [78, 79].
Consequently, they have reported a new liquidus projection for Mo-Si-B system. Ac-
cording to Hasemann et al. [81], their experiments on the Mo-Si-B liquidus projection
are in good agreement with the Yang and Chang’s investigations [78, 78] in general.
However, a much larger primary solidification area of the Mo3Si phase was determined
which has a significant impact on the microstructure evolution of alloys located in this
primary solidification region.

In order to confirm that comparing the solidification path of the considered compo-
sitions within the simulations based on the thermodynamic data of Yang and Chang’s
calculations [78, 79] with experimental results of Haseman et al. [81] is an adequate
approach for validation the reliability of the model, the liquidus projection represented
by Yang and Chang [78, 78] has been compared with the liquidus projection repre-
sented by Hasemann et al. [81] by applying the Alkemade theorem. The Alkemade
theorem indicates that if primary crystallization regions of two stoichiometric phases
have a common boundary, then along this boundary the temperature is maximal at
the point where it is crossed by a straight line which connects the composition points
of these phases [82]. Therefore, it is possible to estimate local maxima (more precisely
saddle points) along eutectic valleys by applying the Alkemade line. Knowing the local
maxima is immensely helpful in determining solidification paths of various alloys in
one system consequently can be useful to predict the possible phase transitions reac-
tions. Figure 6.6 shows the liquidus surface predicted by Yang and Chang [78, 79] and
achieved by hasemann et al. Hasemann et al. [81], including the Alkemade line be-
tween the stoichiometric Mo3Si (Mo-25.0Si at.%) and Mo5SiB2 (Mo-12.5Si-25B at.%)
phase to determine the different phase equilibria which are of the particular interest
of the present study. As it can be seen in the pictures, due to the large Mo5SiB2 pri-
mary solidification area, the Alkemade line does not intersect with the corresponding
Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si eutectic line. However, the referred eutectic line can then be extended
until it intersects with the Alkemade line [82, 130]. According to the theorem, the
temperature is decreasing left and right of the Alkemade line. Having a closer look
at the figure 6.6 reveals that the primary solidification regions and the corresponding
binary reactions lines which are the focus of the present thesis are in the same position
relative to the Alkemade line within the considered liquidus projection of Yang and
Chang [78, 78] and Hasemann et. al. [81]. Therefore, they agree on the solidification
path of the alloys located in these regions in general. However, the primary solidifica-
tion region of the Mo3Si in the liquidus projection published by Hasemann et al. [81]
contains wider range of compositions as compared to the liquidus projection calculated
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Figure 6.6: Alkemade line between the stoichiometric Mo3Si (blue point) and
Mo5SiB2 (red point) in the respective published liquidus projections, a) Yang
and Chang [78, 79] b) Hasemann et al. [81].

by Yang and Chang [78, 78]. It conveys that there are some alloy compositions that
the mentioned liquidus projections do not agree on the their primary solidifying phase.
Therefore, in order to select the referral alloy compositions for considering within the
simulations of solidification, the alloy compositions are selected from Hasemann et al.’s
experiments [81] in which, the primary solidification phase of the considered alloys does
not defeat the calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79]. Afterwards, the sequence of
the solidification reactions of the considered compositions predicted by model is com-
pared with the experimental observations of Hasemann et al. [81]. In this regard, the
presence of different solid phases at several temperatures has been investigated dur-
ing the solidification. Exploring the formation of the solid phases through exploring
their volume fraction at different temperatures during the solidification provide val-
ued information about the co-operative growth of different phases which leads to the
microstructure of the alloy. However, does not provide sufficient information about
the nature of the phase transition reactions. Therefore, to identify the phase transi-
tion reactions, the solidification path of the considered alloy has been monitored by
exploring the chemical composition of the melt during the solidification and has been
compared with the liquidus projection provided by Yang and Chang [78, 78].

Besides the solidification path and sequence of the phase transition reactions, the
microstructure evolution of the considered composition during the solidification has
been investigated. The prediction of the model on the microstructure evolution and
phase distribution pattern is represented and compared with the experimental obser-
vations of Hasemann et al. [81] and the differences are carefully discussed. In the
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framework of the present thesis, the phase diagram and liquidus projection calculated
by Yang and Chang [78, 78] has been considered within the model, which is from
some viewpoints different with the outcome of the Hasemann et al.’s experiments [81].
Therefore, comparing the predictions of the simulations with the experimental obser-
vations of Hasemann et al. [81] can be a useful approach to evaluate the effect of phase
diagram, in particular the influence of considering different primary solidification re-
gions on the morphology and phases distribution pattern during the solidification of
the alloys. Moreover, in order to control the nature of the predicted phase during
the simulations, the component distribution pattern within the solid phases has been
monitored.

6.2.1 Selecting the referral compositions

Regarding to the objective of the present thesis, several referral alloys compositions
were selected form the “Berczik triangle”, respectively from MoSS, Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si
primary solidification regions considering the criteria discussed so far. The considered
compositions were applied within the simulations and their solidification behavior has
been examined. The outcome of the simulations are discussed in details and the results
of the simulations for different compositions are represented within different categories
based on their primary solidifying phase. Table 6.2 shows the chemical composition
of the considered alloy compositions.

number of alloy (#) primary solidifying phase Si content B content Mo content
1 MoSS 15.0 8.0 balance
2 MoSS 16.4 6.7 balance
3 Mo5SiB2 15.0 10.0 balance
4 Mo5SiB2 18.0 8.0 balance
5 Mo3Si 20.4 5.0 balance
6 Mo3Si 20.2 5.8 balance

Table 6.2: considered alloys within the simulations in the framework of the present
thesis including their primary solidifying phase [78, 79]. The concentration of the
components indicated within table are at. %.

6.3 Solidification reactions of considered compositions

6.3.1 Alloys with MoSS primary phase

The alloy compositions Mo-15.0Si-8.0B and Mo-16.4Si-6.7B (at.%) are located in
the MoSS primary solidification area according to the both Yang and Chang [78, 78]
and Hasemann et al. [81]. The alloys located in this area are supposed to perform
a primary solidification reaction to form MoSS solid phase before going through any
other solidification reaction during the solidification process. As it is considered in
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Figure 6.7: Examined alloys with MoSS primary solidifying phase considering the
corresponding liquidus surface [78, 79].

Yang and Chang’s calculation [78, 79] and later is verified in the Hasemann et al. work
[81], the MoSS primary solidification area is located between different binary eutectic
and peritectic reactions. The compositions considered in this study are chosen from
the vicinity of ternary eutectic composition so that the simulations were obsessed only
with Mo3Si, Mo5SiB2 and MoSS phases. The position of the considered alloys from
primary MoSS solidification region within the phase diagram considering the liquidus
projection is shown in the figure 6.7.

6.3.1.1 Mo-15.0Si-8.0B (Alloy 1)

In order to have a comprehensive sight of the phase transition reactions during
solidification of Mo-15.0Si-8.0B alloy composition, formation of different solid grains
within solidification domain and their respective temperature have been monitored.
As it is shown in the figure 6.8, the primary MoSS phase emerges at relatively high
temperature. This behavior is expected and caused due to the high melting point of
Mo component. Afterwards, a combination of MoSS-Mo5SiB2 forms until the domain
reaches to ternary eutectic temperature and the remaining melt turns into ternary
eutectic MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composition.
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Figure 6.8: Sequence of solidification reactions and volume fraction of different solid
phases generating during solidification of Mo-15.0Si-8.0B

Exploring the changes of the chemical composition of the melt during the solidi-
fication has revealed that since this composition lies within the single-phase region
corresponding to MoSS phase, the limited amount of solid MoSS forms primarily from
the liquid through the reaction of L → MoSS. As the system cools down the liquid
composition changes and follows the path to the binary MoSS-Mo5SiB2 eutectic valley,
where the Mo5SiB2 phase is formed in parallel to the MoSS by the consumption of
the liquid phase via L → MoSS+Mo5SiB2 transition reaction. With formation of the
referred phase through the binary reaction, the composition of the melt changes and
solidification path follows the monovariant binary eutectic reaction line until it reaches
the nonvariant ternary eutectic reaction point. Figure 6.9 shows the solidification path
of the Mo-15.0Si-8.0B alloy composition.
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Figure 6.9: Solidification path of the Mo-15.0Si-8.0B alloy.

The outcome of the model is in an acceptable accordance with experimental obser-
vations of Hasemann et al. [81]. According to Hasemann et al. [81], the microstructure
of this alloy contains primary MoSS solid phase and the presence of the binary eutec-
tic MoSS-Mo5SiB2 and ternary MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si eutectic solids has been verified.
Based on their experiments, after the formation of primary solid MoSS phase, the
composition of the melt changes and moves toward the mono-variant binary eutectic
valley of MoSS-Mo5SiB2 and by proceed of the solidification process the composition
of melt approaches the ternary eutectic composition. When the composition of melt is
reached to ternary eutectic, the remaining melt solidifies within the invariant ternary
eutectic reaction.

6.3.1.2 Mo-16.4 Si-6.7 B (Alloy 2)

The nominal composition is located within MoSS primary phase therefore, the emerge
of the MoSS phase is expected at the initial stage of solidification. Figure 6.10 shows
that generating the first primary MoSS solid phase initiates at around 2320 K, which is
relatively high in comparison with the considered alloy compositions located in other
primary solidification regions. This temperature is pretty close to the melting point
of Mo and is the reason of the high temperature formation of primary phase during
the solidification of the referred alloy composition. The next arising solid phases,
which are combination of Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si, appear at 2270 K, which is relatively wide
range of temperature, in comparison with other considered compositions. However,
the volume fraction of formed primary and binary eutectic phases are relatively few
(∼ 10 %). This phenomenon can be explained by the distance of the Mo-16.4Si-6.7B
composition from the ternary eutectic point. This composition is located near the
ternary eutectic point based on the liquidus projection of Mo-Si-B alloy published by
Yang and Chang [78, 79] and therefore, the solidification path toward ternary eutectic
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point is quite short and hence, solidification domain is mostly occupied with ternary
eutectic MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composites.

Figure 6.10: Formation sequence and volume fraction of different solid phases during
solidification of Mo-16.4Si-6.7B.

Monitoring the composition of the melt during the solidification in correspond to
the temperature of the melt which is shown in the figure 6.11 has proved that after
the primary formation of MoSS phase, the composition of the remaining liquid phase
changes toward the monovariant eutectic line. Therefore the microstructure evolu-
tion of alloy Mo-16.4Si-6.7B proceeds along the mono-variant binary eutectic valley of
Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si and tends to perform the nucleation of both Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si solid
phases in parallel within the melt by decomposition of the melt under reaction of L →
Mo5SiB2 + Mo3Si. However, the borderline between the Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si phases is
obviously small based on the considered thermodynamic data published by Yang and
Chang [78, 79]. Therefore the solidification path along with Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si binary
eutectic region is quite short. Afterwards, the composition of the melt changes toward
the ternary eutectic composition and the remaining melt turns into ternary eutectic
composite through L → MoSS+Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si reaction. Solidification simulation of
alloy with this composition proved the existence of MoSS as primary forming solid phase
through solidification of the melt which was followed by a few amount of binary eu-
tectic growth of Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si and ternary eutectic growth of MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si
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which is completely compatible with experimental observations of Hasemann et al.
[81]. Although Hasemann et al. [81] have reported the detailed solidification process
of the considered alloys, they have not investigated the volume fraction of the solid
phases in their work, therefore a direct comparison between volume fraction of the
phases predicted by simulations and experiments is not possible. However, comparing
the outcome of the model with the available data within the literature has proved the
reliability of the developed model.

Figure 6.11: solidification path of the alloy Mo-16.4 Si-6.7 B. The composition of
the melt was monitored during the solidification and has shown to be changing by
formation of the solid phases.

This is crucial to control the validity of the model by controlling the nature of the
formed phases. Therefore, the chemical composition of different phases participating
in solidification of the alloys located in MoSS primary area were examined through the
simulations. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the component distribution pattern for the
alloy compositions Mo-15.0Si-8.0B and Mo-16.4Si-6.7B respectively. As it is shown
in the following figures, the components distribution pattern is compatible with the
assumed chemical composition of the phases. Exploring the composition of generated
Mo3Si solid phase within the simulations demonstrated that the participation of the Si
content within the solidified Mo3Si grains is 25 at.% therefore preserves the stoichio-
metric feature of Mo3Si phase. Moreover, it is obviously shown that at the interfaces
between phases the distribution pattern of the components changes continuously which
is in accordance with the diffusive interface considerations of the developed model. The
measured quantity of the components is acceptably compatible with the considerations
of Yang and Chang [78, 79].
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Figure 6.12: Chemical composition of different solid phases formed during solidifi-
cation of Mo-15.0Si-8.0B. The value of each component along with the illustrated
line is presented.

Figure 6.13: Component distribution pattern within the phases formed during solid-
ification of Mo-16.4Si-6.7B alloy and the value of each component along with the
illustrated line.
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6.3.2 Alloys with Mo5SiB2 primary phase

Alloy compositions Mo-15.0Si-10.0B (at.%) and Mo-18.0Si-8.0B (at.%) are located
within the Mo5SiB2 primary solidification region [78, 79]. According to the literature,
[78, 79, 81], the Mo5SiB2 primary solidification region is surrounded by the two-phase
saturation curves which are; U1 –U2, U2 –Et , Et –U4 and U4 –U3 regions. The U1, U2,
U3, U4 and Et are the phase transition reactions which are already explained in 2.1.
As discussed before, alloys with the compositions located in this region, tend to go
through Mo5SiB2 primary solidification reaction in which formation of Mo5SiB2 solid
crystals can be changing the composition of the residual melt so that it moves on
the liquidus surface toward the two-phase reaction regions. Therefore, the fraction of
formed primary phase is influential on the composition of the melt and consequently the
arising binary reaction. Within the simulations, the emerging of the primary phase
was observed in which afterwards, depending the alloy composition the nucleation
and growth of the other phases during the solidification reactions took place until
the solidification process ended up with the ternary eutectic reaction and residual
melt turned in to Mo3Si-Mo5SiB2-Moss eutectic composition of solids. Exploring the
emerging phases during the solidification and deriving the fraction of formed phases at
different temperatures confirms the development of binary and ternary solidification
reactions. Alloys which are taken from the Mo5SiB2 primary solidification region are
listed in figure 6.3.

Table 6.3: composition of alloys solidifying with the Mo5SiB2 primary phase.

6.3.2.1 Mo-15.0Si-10.0B (Alloy 3)

Simulations have demonstrated that during the solidification of this alloy composi-
tion, primary Mo5SiB2 crystals will emerge by nucleation and growth of haphazardly
distributed Mo5SiB2 solid nucleus. As it is shown in the figure 6.14, a limited amount
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of primary solids form within the solidification domain which considering the distance
between the considered alloy composition and the ternary eutectic point, the limited
volume fraction of the primary phase is absolutely comprehensible. Afterwards, by re-
duction of melt’s temperature, the residual melt will form a two-phase MoSS-Mo5SiB2
binary eutectic composite. The parallel growth of the binary MoSS-Mo5SiB2 compos-
ite is followed by ternary eutectic phase transition and the rest of melt turns in to
MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si solid composite. The sequence of different solidification reac-
tions throughout temperature reduction at the melt is shown in the figure 6.14 for the
Mo-15.0Si-10.0B alloy composition.

Figure 6.14: sequence of different solidification reactions and the corresponding tem-
peratures during solidification of Mo-15.0Si-10.0B alloy composition.

As the temperature of the system reduces and melt cools down, the liquid com-
position follows the path of the binary MoSS-Mo5SiB2 valley, where MoSS phase is
formed in parallel to Mo5SiB2 by the consumption of the residual liquid phase, via
L → MoSS+Mo5SiB2 phase transition reaction. From the simulations, it is observed
that the amount of primary phase is very limited. Therefore the sufficient amount of
liquid will be remaining to undergo to the binary and ternary eutectic reaction. By
reduction of the temperature of the melt, the remaining liquid transforms directly into
ternary eutectic composition.
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Investigating the chemical composition of the melt during solidification has indicated
that during the formation of the primary Mo5SiB2 solid phase which is performed by
following the L → Mo5SiB2 reaction, the composition of the melt changes toward
the binary MoSS-Mo5SiB2 eutectic valley where the binary L → MoSS+Mo5SiB2 reac-
tions takes place. The solidification path of the Mo-15.0Si-10.0B (at.%) composition
alloy is shown in the figure 6.15. The Mo5SiB2 is a B rich phase in which forma-
tion of the Mo5SiB2 primary solid grains will change the Si/B ratio within the melt
and shifts the solidification path toward the monovariant MoSS-Mo5SiB2 binary eu-
tectic reaction, where the MoSS phase grows joint with Mo5SiB2. The MoSS phase
contains a limited amount of Si which changes the Si/B balance in the melt in in
the opposite approach of Mo5SiB2 solid phase. The chemical composition of the melt
moves along with the binary eutectic line toward the the ternary eutectic point, where
the remaining liquid transforms directly into ternary eutectic composite within L →
MoSS+Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si invariant ternary eutectic reaction. According to the experi-

Figure 6.15: Schematic of the solidification path of Mo-15.0Si-10.0B alloy composi-
tion achieved through the simulations.

mental observations of Hasemann et al. [81], after the primary Mo5SiB2 crystal has
formed, the alloy proceeds to solidify via the two-phase mono-variant MoSS-Mo5SiB2
eutectic and a ternary eutectic of MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si. Considering the solidifica-
tion path achieved by the simulations, the outcome of the model for simulation the
solidification of the Mo-15.0Si-8.0B alloy is acceptably compatible with experimental
observation of Hasemann et al. [81].

6.3.2.2 Mo-18.0Si-8.0B (Alloy 4)

The nominal composition lies within the primary Mo5SiB2 phase region, which con-
firms Mo5SiB2 as primary phase formed from the liquid phase. According to the results
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of the simulation which is shown in the figure 6.16, the volume fraction of the primary
solid phase is very limited. This phenomena is caused by the composition of this alloy
which is close to the binary reaction borderline as well as the ternary eutectic point
based on [78, 79] and leads to the formation of the limited amount of primary solid
phase according to the lever rule. Therefore, adequate amount of melt will remain
within the solidification domain so that the binary phase transition reaction will be
performed. After primary formation of the Mo5SiB2 phase, a parallel formation and
growth of Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si solids was observed during the simulations. After for-
mation of the binary Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composite, the residual melt turns into ternary
eutectic MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composite.

Figure 6.16: Portion of the volume of different rising solid phases within solidification
process of Alloys with Mo-18Si-8B composition

By examining the chemical composition of the melt and determining the direction of
the changes in the composition, the properties of the phase transitions reactions during
the solidification of the Mo-18.0Si-8.0B (at. %) has been investigated. According to
the outcome of the simulation which is shown in the figure 6.17, the first arising
phase transition which was the consequence of the formation of the primary phase is
through L → Mo5SiB2 reaction. It has been confirmed that the formation of Mo5SiB2
primary phase changes the composition of the liquid phase toward binary Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si monovariant reaction region. In which the formation of Mo3Si phase takes
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place and the Mo3Si phase is formed through a cooperative growth with Mo5SiB2
phase within L → Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si phase transition reaction. Formation and growth
of the binary Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composite changes the chemical composition of the melt
toward the ternary eutectic reaction. Therefore, The solidification will continue along
the binary borderline to the ternary eutectic point where the four-phase invariant
reaction L → Mo5SiB2 + Mo3Si + Moss takes place and the residual melt turn into
ternary eutectic Mo5SiB2 + Mo3Si + Moss composite.

Figure 6.17: solidification path of the alloy Mo-18 Si-8 B. At the beginning of solidi-
fication the composition of the melt contains 18 at.% Si and 8.0 at.% B. However,
by proceeding of the solidification the chemical composition of the melt changes
and moves toward Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si eutectic valley. The solidification proceed until
the composition od the melt reaches the ternary eutectic composition.

The experimental investigations of Hasemann et al. [81] has revealed that during the
solidification of Mo-18.0Si-8.0B (at.%) alloy composition, the presence of the Mo5SiB2,
Mo3Si and Moss solid phases was confirmed. Besides formation of Mo5SiB2 primary
solids and ternary eutectic composites, they have reported the presence of Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si binary eutectic regions within the solidified alloy which implies the accuracy of
the developed model in predicting the binary eutectic reaction.

After probing the solidification path of the considered alloys, a careful investigation
of the composition of the formed phases during the solidification has been performed
to investigate the component distribution pattern within the solid phases and conse-
quently to control the nature of the predicted phases within the model which is shown
in the figure 6.18 and 6.19. It has been confirmed that there is an acceptable compat-
ibility between the measurement of simulations and the chemical composition of the
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considered phases. Therefore it can be concluded that the developed model predicts
the solidification behavior of the alloy composition located in the Mo5SiB2 primary
region very precisely.

Figure 6.18: Distribution pattern of different elements among the solid phases within
Mo-15.0Si-10.0B alloy and along with the illustrated line.

6.3.3 Alloys with Mo3Si primary phase

The outcome of the model for simulating the solidification behavior of the alloys
with Mo3Si primary solidification phase is discussed in this section. According to the
published data within the literature [78, 79, 81] the primary Mo3Si region is surrounded
by MoSS, Mo5SiB2 and Mo5Si3 regions in which, depending to the alloy composition
and operational condition, every composition from Mo3Si region may perform a bi-
nary solidification reaction with the referred phases during solidification. Therefore,
it is very important for validating the reliability of the model to achieve the precise
prediction of the solidification path. Validating the accuracy of the solidification sim-
ulation of the alloys located within this region turned out to be very challenging.
According to the thermodynamic calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79], the Mo3Si
primary region is relatively small, in comparison to other primary solidification areas.
Therefore the number of the alloy compositions which perform the Mo3Si primary
solidification is very limited. Besides, the experimental investigations of Hasemann
et al. [81] which are the reference of the present study for controlling the validity of
the developed model has reported a different Mo3Si solidification region. However,
the Mo-20.5Si-5.0B (at.%) and Mo-20.2Si-5.8 (at.%) compositions were considered to
be applied in the simulations because these alloy compositions are supposed to have
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Figure 6.19: Pattern of distribution of the elements among the phases within solid-
ified Mo-18 Si-8 B alloy, the amount of every component is demonstrated along
with the illustrated line.

similar solidification behavior based on the both Yang and Chang’ calculations [78, 79]
and Hasemann et al.’s experiments [81]. Therefore, it is possible to validate the accu-
racy of the outcome of the model with experimental observation of Hasemann et. al
[81]. Figure 6.20 shows the considered alloy compositions within the Mo-Si-B phase
diagram based on the calculations of Yang and Chang [78, 79].

6.3.3.1 Mo-20.4 Si-5.0 B (Alloy 5)

This particular composition is located in Mo3Si area, based on [81] as well as Yang
and Chang [78, 79]. Therefore formation of the primary Mo3Si solid dendrites is
expected to be arising as primary solidifying phase. According to the simulations, the
first primary Mo3Si grains was formed at around 2275 K. Afterwards, as it is shown in
the figure 6.22, the solidification of the Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) composition is followed
by cooperative growth of Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si phases which initiates at around 2266 K.
The evolution of Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composition continued to 2264 K where the ternary
MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composite was formed within the melt and residual melt hast
turned to ternary eutectic composite. The volume fraction of the binary Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si composite was was relatively low (∼ 3%) based on the outcome of the model.
The temperature difference between the binary and ternary reactions is relatively low,
therefore the binary Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si formations continuous for a quite short time.

In accordance with the solidification evolution of the alloy composition Mo-20.4Si-
5.0B (at.%), investigating the chemical composition of the melt during the solidifica-
tion process has revealed that formation of primary Mo3Si solid phase from the L →
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Figure 6.20: Considered alloy compositions within the Mo3Si primary solidification
area

Figure 6.21: Formation sequence of different solid phases during the solidification
simulation of Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) alloy.
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Mo3Si reaction changes the chemical composition within the melt toward the binary
Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si eutectic region. Therefore it can be concluded that coperative forma-
tion of Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si phases observed during the solidification comes from L
→ Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si binary eutectic reaction. By proceeding the binary eutectic reac-
tion the chemical composition of the melt changes toward the ternary eutectic point
where the residual melt undergoes undergoes the invariant ternary eutectic reaction
L → MoSS+Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si. The solidification path of the Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%)
composition alloy is shown in the figure 6.22. As it is discussed before, the volume
fraction of binary eutectic Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si phase is quite few which may be because
of few temperature difference between the binary eutectic reaction’s temperature and
the ternary eutectic reaction temperature. However, exploring the solidification path
of the referred composition has reveled that besides the short temperature difference
between the two following reactions, the low volume fraction of the binary Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si could be because of the very short Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si region considered within the
thermodynamc data of Yang and Chang [78, 79].

Figure 6.22: Solidification path of the Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) composition based on
the outcome of the simulations.

The solidification behavior of the Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) composition predicted
through the simulations is in an acceptable accordance with the experimental ob-
servations of Hasemann et al. [81]. According to their experiments, after the primary
Mo3Si dendrites have formed the solidification proceeds via a two-phase Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si eutectic. The remaining melt undergoes the ternary eutectic reaction during
solidification of the referred alloy composition.
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6.3.3.2 Mo-20.2 Si-5.8 B (Alloy 6)

The sequence of formation different solid phases during the solidification simulation
of the Mo-20.2Si-5.8B (at.%) composition is shown in the figure 6.23. This composi-
tion lies within the Mo3Si single-phase region, which based on the simulations forms
primarily at the initial steps of solidification at around 2274 K. The primary solid-
ification is followed by formation of the Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composite which begins at
around 2270 K. In comparison to the alloy composition Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%), there
was fewer amount of primary phase observed during the simulations which can be
explained by considering the distance of two considered compositions with the ternary
eutectic point. This alloy is closer to the ternary eutectic point in comparison to the
alloy composition Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%), therefore formation of more primary solid
phase is absolutely comprehensible. Cooperative growth of Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si solid
phases continues to 2264 K when the remaining melt turns into Mo5SiB2- Mo3Si-MoSS
ternary eutectic composite.

Figure 6.23: Solidification process of Mo-20.2Si-5.8B (at.%) based on the outcome
of the simulations.

Investigating the chemical composition of the melt during the solidification has re-
vealed that formation of the primary phase from the liquid phase through the L →
Mo3Si phase transition reaction changes the mixture of the melt toward the binary
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eutectic Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si valley, where the Mo5SiB2 phase is formed within a mono-
variant binary eutectic reaction by the consumption of the liquid phase, via L →
Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si phase transition reaction. As it is expected from the thermody-
namic calculations, similarly to the alloy Mo-20.4Si-5.8B (at.%), the refereed alloy
composition proceeds across the binary eutectic line until it reaches the ternary eu-
tectic point. The residual melt undergoes invariant ternary eutectic reaction L →
MoSS+Mo5SiB2+Mo3Si and forms the ternary eutectic composite. The solidification
path of the Mo-20.2Si-5.8B (at.%) composition is shown in the figure 6.24. To eval-
uate the performance of the developed model in predicting the solidification behavior
of the nominal alloy composition, the sequence of phase transition reactions across
the temperature reduction has been compared with the outcome of Hasemann et al.
[81] work. Their achievements have confirmed the absolute accuracy of the model’s
prediction of the solidification behavior of the Mo-20.2Si-5.8B (at.%) composition.

Figure 6.24: Solidification path of Mo-20.2Si-5.8B. By nucleation and growth of solid
primary Mo3Si phase, composition of the melt moves toward binary Mo5SiB2-
Mo3Si eutectic valley. As the solidification proceeds, the composition goes toward
ternary eutectic point. The process end by turning the residual melt into ternary
eutectic composition.

Chemical composition of solid phases generated through solidification of alloy com-
positions with Mo3Si primary phase was examined to control the nature of the gener-
ated phases and are shown in the figures 6.25 and refelements-20-25-8. Investigating
the chemical composition of the generated phases during the solidification has proved
the stoichiometric feature of the Mo3Si phase by demonstrating the Si content of this
phase to be equal to 25 at.%. Although it has been observed during the experiments
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that Mo3Si phase contains around 24.1 at.% of Si, but it is assumed to be an absolute
stoichiometric phase containing 25 at.% of Si within thermodynamic calculations of
Yang and Chang [78, 79]. Therefore the outcome of the developed model is completely
compatible with the thermodynamic assumptions.

Figure 6.25: Distribution of the constituents within solid phases of alloy Mo-20.4Si-
5.0B and along with the illustrated line.

As an outcome of this research, investigation of the Mo3Si phase, particularly the
distribution pattern of the elements inside the predicted phases are in very good agree-
ment with the binary Mo-Si phase diagram [58] and confirm the stoichiometric com-
position of the intermetalic Mo3Si phase.
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Figure 6.26: Distribution pattern of components inside the solid phases within alloy
Mo-20.2Si-5.8B as well as along with the illustrated line.

6.4 Microstructure evolution of considered compositions

Microstructure evolution of the considered alloy compositions during the solidifica-
tion based on the outcome of the model are represented in the following sections and
are compared with the available data from experiments of Hasemann et al. [81] and
the differences between simulation results and experimental observations are discussed
comprehensively.

6.4.1 Alloys with MoSS primary phase

The microstructure of the compositions Mo-15.0Si-8.0B (at.%) and Mo-16.4Si-6.7B
(at.%) based on the simulations performed in the framework of present thesis and ex-
periments of Hasemann et al. [81] are shown in the figure 6.27. As it is demonstrated
in the picture, the both referred alloys tend to form relatively large primary MoSS
dendrites. According to the phase transition investigation which has been discussed in
the section 6.3.1, After the formation of the primary MoSS, the microstructure evolu-
tion of alloy Mo-15.0Si-8.0B (at.%) continues along the mono-variant binary eutectic
valley of MoSS-Mo5SiB2 and the residual melt solidifies within the invariant ternary
eutectic reaction of MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si in which the binary and ternary regions can
be detected from the microstructure. Regarding to the Mo-15.0Si-8.0B (at.%) alloy
composition, there is an acceptable agreement between the microstructure achieved
within simulations and experiments [81]. However, the Mo-16.4Si-6.7B (at.%) com-
position tends to perform a Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si binary eutectic reaction after formation
of the primary MoSS solid phase. The binary Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si region was observed
clearly within the both simulations and experiments [81] and are marked within the
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picture. After formation of the binary eutectic composite, the residual melt with turn
into ternary MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si composite.

Figure 6.27: Microstructure of the Mo-15.0Si-8.0B (at.%) composition a) achieved by
simulations b) observed in the experiments of Hasemann et al. [81] and Mo-16.4Si-
6.7B (at.%) composition c) based on the simulations d) experiments of Hasemann
et al. [81].

6.4.2 Alloys with Mo5SiB2 primary phase

The microstructure of the alloy compositions Mo-15.0Si-10.0B (at.%) and Mo-16.9Si-
7.4B (at.%) predicted within the simulations and observed by Hasemann et al. [81] is
represented in the figure 6.28. As this is already discussed in the section 6.3.2, after
formation of the primary Mo5SiB2 crystal, the alloy composition Mo-15.0Si-8.0B (at.%)
proceeds to solidify via the two-phase mono-variant MoSS-Mo5SiB2 eutectic and the
solidification process finishes by formation of the ternary eutectic MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si
composite. The binary eutectic and ternary eutectic regions are clearly visible within
the outcome of the simulations (a) and experiments (b) [81]. However, comparing
to the simulation results, the primary regions predicted by Hasemann et al. [81] is
relatively bigger and more coarse. The difference between the microstructure predicted
by simulations and observed within the experiments [81] can be explained based on
two major concepts. First, it should be considered that the simulations are performed
in 2D. Therefore, some visual differences are expected based on the reasons that have
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Figure 6.28: Microstructure of the Mo-15.0Si-10.0B (at.%) composition a) achieved
by simulations b) observed in the experiments of Hasemann et al. [81] and Mo-
18.0Si-8.0B (at.%) composition c) based on the simulations d) experiments of
Hasemann et al. [81].

been discussed in the section 6.1.1. Moreover, as it is mentioned before, the liquidus
projection of the Mo-Si-B system published by Hasemnn et al. [81] is slightly different
with the liquidus projection that is considered in the simulations. Therefore, some few
differences between the morphology of the alloy compositions predicted by simulations
and observed in the experiments [81] is anticipated. The difference between the two
categories of microstructures becomes more obvious in the case of the Mo-16.9Si-
7.4B (at.%) composition. However, as it is shown in the figure 6.28, comparing the
microstrucure of the Mo-16.9Si-7.4B (at.%) composition based on the simulations (c)
and experiments (d) reveals that the Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si two-phase region and MoSS-
Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si three-phase regions are observed within the microstructure.

6.4.3 Alloys with Mo3Si primary phase

Several alloy compositions from the Mo3Si primary region have been investigated ex-
perimentally by Hasemann et al. [81] and among them Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) and
Mo-20.2Si-5.8B (at.%) compositions were selected to investigate their solidification
behavior within the developed model. However, microstructure of Mo-20.2Si-5.8B
(at.%) has not been reported within the published data. Therefore, a direct compari-
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Figure 6.29: Microstructure of the Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) composition a) achieved
by simulations b) observed in the experiments of Hasemann et al. [81].

son between the microstructure of this composition achieved through simulations with
the real microstructure is not possible. However, the microstructure of the Mo-20.4Si-
5.0B (at.%) composition is represented in the figure 6.29. According to solidification
path of the alloy composition Mo-20.4Si-5.0B (at.%) discussed in the section 6.3.3 the
microstructure evolution of the this alloy composition tends to solidify via a binary
Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si eutectic reaction after formation of the primary Mo3Si dendrites. The
solidification proceeds to the ternary eutectic reaction and the remaining melt under-
goes the ternary eutectic reaction. Therefore, the two-phase Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si region
and three-phase MoSS-Mo5SiB2-Mo3Si region are expected to present within the mi-
crostructure which are clearly seen within both the simulations (figure 6.3.3-a) and
experiments of Hasemann et al. [81] (figure 6.3.3-b). Therefore it can be concluded
that there is an acceptable agreement between the microstructure of the Mo-20.4Si-
5.0B (at.%) composition predicted by the developed model and the experiments.
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6.5 Discussion
The solidification path of the considered compositions based on the outcome of

the developed model is in agreement with experimental investigations by Hasemann
et al. [81] and corroborates their solidification reaction sequence. Therefore, the
developed model is undoubtedly reliable to predict the solidification behavior of the
the considered alloy compositions. The considered compositions have different primary
solidifying phase which include the entire primary regions of “Berczik triangle” within
the Mo-rich region of Mo-Si-B system. Therefore, it can be concluded that the model
is capable to predict the solidification behavior of the Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloys and
consequently can be very useful tool for devising new Mo-Si-B materials particularly
for high temperature applications. However, there are some uncertainties within the
microstructure of the compositions predicted by simulations. In particular, within
the microstructure of the alloy composition Mo-16.9Si-7.4B (at.%) a large primary
Mo5SiB2 crystal was observed within the experiments of Hasemann et al. [81]. As it is
discussed before it might be because of performing the simulations within 2D domain.
Alternatively, this discrepancy between simulation and experiments can be because of
the slightly larger Mo5SiB2 primary region within the Hasemann’s proposed liquidus
projection[81]. In order to explain the impact of the dimension of primary region on
the phase distribution pattern, applying the rule of lever on a binary eutectic system
should serve as an example.

Figure 6.30: A phase diagram with tie lines for small solidification region (LS) and
a bigger solidification region (L′S) for a binary system.

The lever rule is a method to determine the mole fraction or mass fraction of the
constituent phases within a binary equilibrium phase diagram. Applying the lever rule,
the fraction of liquid phase and solid phases for a distinct composition and temperature
can be determined. In order to calculate the mass fraction of the constituent phases, in
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6.5 Discussion

the example of figure 6.30 solid and liquid at the temperature T for a given composition
of Wo, a tie line should be drawn on the phase diagram. This tie line is drawn
horizontally at the composition’s temperature from the liquid to the solid. The mass
fraction of component B at the liquidus of the diagram with smaller primary phase
region (shown in black) is given by Wl in diagram and at the liquidus of the diagram
with larger primary phase region (shown in red) is given by W′. Moreover, the mass
fraction of component B at the solidus is given by Ws in the diagram. According to
the lever rule by considering the smaller primary region, the the mass fraction of solid
phase (ωs) can then be calculated using the following equations:

ωs = Wo −Wl

Ws −Wl
(6.1)

and by considering the larger primary region is expressed by:

ωs = Wo −W ′

Ws −Wl
(6.2)

Comparing the equation 6.1 and 6.2 indicates that for given composition Wo, more
primary phase would be formed based on the larger liquidus region. Therefore, this
is absolutely comprehensible that larger primary phase is observed within the experi-
ments, as compared to the simulations. Having a direct comparison between the exact
amount of the predicted primary phase predicted within the simulations and observed
in the experiments can shed more light on the effect of the different primary regions
on the volume fraction of the primary phase however, since such an information is not
available within the published data this comparison is not possible.
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7 Summary and Conclusion

Since Mo-Si-B alloys are potential candidates for being applied as structural materi-
als in gas turbines or aircraft engines, it has been tried to develop a phase-field model
to simulate the solidification behavior of different Mo-Si-B alloys. Mo-Si-B alloy sys-
tem is a heterogeneous system including different phases with wide range of mechanical
properties. The Mo-rich alloys were specific focus of the present PhD work because
they provide both the high temperature and low temperature desired properties.
Solidification process plays an important role in Mo-Si-B alloy preparation and al-
though extensive works have been performed to study the Mo-Si-B system experimen-
tally, this system is not well studied numerically and in particular, from the aspect
of computational materials science, a comprehensive modeling of solidification process
for this alloy system is still missing. The microstructure of the alloys has a significant
impact on the properties of the corresponding alloys, therefore having a deep sight
of the microstructure evolution during the solidification process is crucial for proper
design of materials. Since having a deep sight of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B system’s behav-
ior inclusively the solidification behavior is necessary for devising a proper alloy for
high temperature industries, the lack of numerical investigation of the nominated sys-
tem provided sufficient motivation for conducting this research and developing a model
based on phase-field method to study the solidification behavior of specifically Mo-rich
Mo-Si-B alloy compositions. With the model developed in the framework of present
thesis, it has been proved shown that it is possible to simulate the directional solidifica-
tion of ternary eutectic microstructures as well as the alloys which conduct a primary
solidification phase development within Mo-rich region of the Mo-Si-B system which
is so called “Berczik triangle”. Considering the ternary eutectic composition, besides
the microstructure evolution in the ternary eutectic reaction, the growth stability of
Mo-Si-B ternary eutectic lamellae has been investigated. The outcome of the phase-
field simulations were compared to analytical expression of eutectic growth stability
based on the expanded model of Jackson-Hunt theory. The phase-field simulations and
developed model got further considered to investigate the solidification behavior of dif-
ferent alloy compositions. Moreover, the primary phase solidification and sequence of
phase transition during the solidification of alloy with near-eutectic composition were
investigated and the outcome of the proposed model showed appropriate compatibility
with thermodynamic calculations and experimental investigations.

As a conclusion of the present thesis one can state that:
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7 Summary and Conclusion

• It is feasible to simulate solidification of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B alloy through phase-
field method. At the time of performing the present research, most of researches
on the Mo-Si-B system have focused on devising alloy with desired properties
experimentally. In order to develop a model which predicts the solidification
behaviour including; microstructure evolution pattern, sequence of solidification
reactions, phase arrangement and etc. a collection of thermodynamic and kinetic
information of Mo-Si-B system is required. Lack of some these data such as dif-
fusion coefficient of different elements inside the phases was one of the challenges
of this research. However, by testing a wide range of feasible parameters, the
approximate value of the required parameters was achieved.

• Microstructure evolution of the alloys during the solidification depends highly on
the thermodynamics of the system. Regarding the nucleation and growth of the
eutectic lamellae it is equitable but thermodynamic data is not the only influential
parameter on stability and growth behavior of the eutectic solid phases. To have
the precise control of the phase evolution in the system, other parameters such
as solidification velocity should be controlled.

• Based on the Jackson-Hunt theory of eutectic growth stability and processors of
this theory, there is a meaningful correlation between lamellae spacing, solidi-
fication velocity and undercooling at the solidification front. For the constant
solidification velocities, stable eutectic lamellae growth happens at specific range
of lamellae spacing which results in minimum under cooling at the solidification
front. In this regard, a comprehensive amount of simulations were performed
with different lamellae spacing for the constant velocity of solidification. It was
observed that the most stable lamellae growth happens in the models which
show minimum undercooling at the solidification front. Beside the phase-field
simulations, an analytical approach to describe the correlation between veloc-
ity, lamellae spacing and undercooling for ternary eutectic reactions proposed
by Choudhury et al. [114] was examined and accordance between the analytical
approach and phase-field simulations’ outcomes was observed.

• It might be very difficult to analyze the microstructure evolution and solidification
path of the alloys with different compositions which perform primary solidifica-
tion within 2D simulation domain. However, it was observed during the present
research that considering the precise properties and parameters of the phase dia-
gram would lead to an acceptable result. The microstructure evolution predicted
by simulations were compared with available experimental data from literature
and a good accordance between the simulations and experimental outcomes were
found. Solidification path of every considered alloy was explored by monitoring
the composition of the melt during the solidification. It was observed that for-
mation of primary phase alters the chemical composition and consequently ratio
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of the components of the melt so that the composition of the melt and subse-
quently the solidification path moves toward two-phase reaction. Comparing the
predicted reactions with experimental observations has verified the reliability of
outcomes of the developed model. Moreover, chemical composition of the phases
was controlled to check the accuracy of the predicted phases.
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A Initial temperature of the simulations

chemical composition of alloy (at.%) initial temperature (K)
Mo-15.0Si-8.0B 2333
Mo-16.4Si-6.7B 2331
Mo-15.0Si-10.0B 2278
Mo-18.0Si-8.0B 2280
Mo-20.4Si-5.0B 2275
Mo-20.2Si-5.8B 2275

Table A.1: considered alloys and their corresponding initial temperature within the
simulation domain (K) according to the thermodynamic data [78, 79].
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B Additional simulation results

Figure B.1: Microstructure evolution and solidification reaction of Mo-18.3Si-4.7B
(at.%) alloy composition.

Figure B.2: Microstructure evolution and solidification reaction of Mo-16.9Si-7.4B
(at.%) alloy composition.
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Figure B.3: Microstructure evolution and solidification reaction of Mo-21.3Si-4.7B
(at.%) alloy composition.
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